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The DIVINE UNIVERSE:
137. Exits and entrances to the Spheres

28 November 2012

I am the spirit who visited you the other day to learn about this form of communication. Francesco
wrote with you and now I am to write with you. Saleeba has orchestrated my writing, I am to write on
how one moves between the Spheres.
As you know each Sphere in the mortal spirit world has form and boundary to it. This is known in the
simple way that as one travels or moves through a Sphere one will reach a point of destination where
one cannot move beyond an invisible boundary. These boundaries exist to maintain the harmony of the
Spheres. When a soul in the natural love or Divine Love is progressed in their condition to move and
progress to another Sphere, one is required to go to a meeting place that is the exit and entrance of a
Sphere. These meeting places are quite big and substantial for the flow of spirits moving between the
Spheres is a constant activity. We can move freely between these Spheres, but only in the way that we
can move through the Spheres that we have already progressed through. Individuals are restricted in
their movement only insofar as one is unable to travel freely through the Spheres that exist beyond their
soul condition. Soul progression in its advancement is one Sphere at a time.
There are spirits whose service it is to assist in the movement of spirits between the Spheres. All the
Spheres that make up the mortal spirit world have exit and entry points that are located in the same
place. Spirits who serve at these places assist individuals who are entering a new environment of Sphere
for the first time. In any new environment, we need guidance so that we know where we are going and
so that one does not become lost. There is so much movement between the Spheres that it is quite
exciting! And, the flow of individuals from all walks of life is a remarkable sight to see. These are truly
social places.
The exit and entrance of a Sphere is the only place
where the progressive or succeeding Sphere is visible
to the Sphere it has exceeded. This also is a
remarkable sight to see. Spirits who have perfected
their natural love and have progressed to the Sixth
Sphere cannot see the existence of the Spheres that
make up the form of the Celestial Heaven. If they
could see the Celestial Heaven, then more of them
may inquire as to the nature of these environments
and may realise that their Sphere isn’t the top of the
human world.
The entrance to the first Divine Love sphere is a
dynamic place. It is as dynamic as the First mortal
Sphere that interfaces as an entrance point for human
beings upon their exit of their human life. There is
much movement between the First natural Sphere and
the First Divine Love Sphere. Individuals who have
commenced learning about the Divine Love pass
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through this entrance into the First Divine Love Sphere at the same time as individuals who have been
experiencing the Divine Love for thousands of years exit at the same place as they are on their way into
the natural spirit Spheres to teach about the Divine Love or to socialise with loved ones or a soulmate
who has as yet, to embrace the Divine Love.
The Spirit Laws are immutable (unchangeable) and substantial and every Spirit Law has its unique
function that never confuses its function with the functioning of another Spirit Law. An individual is
invisibly held like an invisible gravity field, which retains that individual in the accord of their soul
condition with their environment of Sphere. As I have said we can move through the Spheres that we
have already ascended through and the Spirit Law that retains us in our soul condition to our particular
Sphere of environment does not impede us as we travel through these Spheres. As soon as we arrive
back to the Sphere that is the harmonious environment for our soul condition, the particular Spirit Law
as to its function, comes into immediate effect and we cannot progress or travel through the entrance
into another Sphere that is beyond our present soul condition.
The entrance to the Celestial Heaven is an entrance sublime at the last Divine Love Sphere. Everyone
who passes through this entrance begins a new chapter in their life. The dominant workings of mortal
personality in self-determination is no longer the only way of spirit living, for the mortal personality has
accepted the changed soul conditions brought about by the Divine Love, and the personality accepts a
universal relationship with God and that the harmonious presence of Love and Spirit defines one’s way
of Celestial life. This is quite a moment in the individual’s life.
All of us who are in the mortal spirit world have made the transition in our spirit body from our human
life. The experience of death is never experienced again and so when spirits move between the Spheres,
one does not lay down their spirit body only to reawaken in a brighter spirit world. We are aware of our
travels and our soul condition. We are taught by more progressed spirits when we are introduced to the
Divine Love that there are many Spheres that we can progress through and so we are aware that our
experience in Divine Love will never remain a stagnate or stifled experience.
I have enjoyed our experience writing together and I hope that I have extended your vision of life in the
mortal spirit world. I hope to write with you again.
A Celestial spirit,
Augustus

“Never can one man do more for another man than by making it known of the
JD
availability of the Feeling Healing process and Divine Love.”

Note: Following the writings of James Moncrief, one could consider that any reference to the Father, by
other relevant writers, may be read as a reference to ‘our Mother and Father’. Further, when considering
soul healing, then reference to Divine Love could be referred to as ‘Feeling Healing with Divine Love’.
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GATEWAY BETWEEN SPHERES:
Each sphere has a single gateway between itself
and the next ascending or connecting sphere. The
location of this gateway is in the same relative
position for entry and exit between the two
connecting spheres. This region is commonly
referred to as the Sea of Glass, being one enormous
circular crystal.
Those celestial spirits coming from the Spheres of
Paradise would proceed through gateways of that
system, then down through the Eternal Spheres,
and then down through the Celestial Heaven
spheres before entering the mortal spheres for
Divine Love Mansion Worlds and the Natural Love
Mansion World spheres to the 1st Natural Love
Mansion World sphere.
As one returns back up through the spheres, each
sphere becomes brighter in brilliance and vibrancy
than the prior lower sphere.
Within each sphere there are host of related minor
zones that may be referred to as planes. These
minor planes achieve separation of those with their
different soul condition so as to enable harmony to
exist throughout all the planes and also the
different spheres.
Consider the joining point between two spheres as
being portals, or simply as bridges. One can travel
readily to spheres lower than their condition,
however, to travel to a higher sphere, one generally
needs to be assisted as the environment in higher
spheres is very uncomfortable for one not fitted.
The magnificent crystal – sea of glass – serves as the
receiving field for all transport seraphim and other
beings arriving from points outside the sphere; such
a sea of glass greatly facilitates the landing of
transport seraphim.
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Each sphere has
many planes.
The first sphere
is closely tied to
Earth.
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NANNA BETH chats to James Moncrief regarding the Universe and Spheres:

2 May 2017

James: Beth, John was wanting to know where you are in the Celestials exactly and how do they relate
to the solar system?
Nanna Beth: As I said, I’m in the third Celestial sphere. Each Celestial sphere is a world or sphere of
its own, however although we’re all separated, there’s such good communication between them all, so
it’s as if we’re just one big sphere. So we can easily speak with those in the second and first or above us
in the fourth and so on, as if we’re all in the same building on different floors, and with vast screens
connecting us. Your Internet and how it’s evolving is only a mild outworking of how it is for us, it’s
crudely based on how we work together between and within spheres, but will make such things more
readily acceptable to you when you come over.
As far as where we relate to in the solar system, it’s not like that, because the solar system is merely
physical, whereas we’re on inner realms. If you take all that you know of physical space with all its
countless stars, and point that inwards, into deeper dimensions, then Paradise would be at the middle of
Creation. Creation comes out from Paradise on many different levels or dimensions, with the physical
universes only being one such level or plane of reality. So our level or plane of reality stretches inwards
ever deeper and higher in vibration of light toward Salvington, and then on deeper and higher and inner
still, toward Paradise.
If you like John, imagine that the physical universe is set out for all the earths to exist in. Then each of
these earths has associated with it, Mansion Worlds, unseen about them, and then they all feed or lead
into the higher inner Celestials spheres and so on. So for us, we’ve got 1,000 earths feeding into our
Celestial spheres, however not all the earths are up and running with mortal life yet, and some are very
much advanced so as with relatively few mortal spirits coming from them. And all those mortal spirits
pour into our first Celestial sphere which is then divided into masses of different sectors, all designed to
cope with the inflow, as we’re all coming from very different planets. And slowly our integration
begins as we start to have more to do with each other, but really it’s not until we’ve gone on through
Nebadon, so I understand, that full intermingling starts to occur. So one’s soulgroup will possibly end
up working with other soulgroups originating from other physical worlds, with there being groups of
soulgroups, the further we head toward Paradise. Because the closer to Paradise then the less we need to
be from Urantia or wherever it was we came from, as the more we’re becoming citizens of Orvonton or
Havona and eventually, Paradise.
But for now, we’re still highly focused on Earth, because we need to help what’s unfolding there
concerning the end of the Rebellion and Default, and that’s all that matters now; and as to the Rebellion
and Default continuing on their merry way, that is all a done deal you might say, we know what will
happen, we can extrapolate that easily enough, so all we’re focused on is the New Way, that of
introducing the Healing and then working with those people involved in that or who are doing it, that
being what none of us know much about as to how it will go, as it is all NEW. We only have our own
healing to go on, which isn’t that much, as we did it in spirit, so we’re all learning as much as you are,
and having to work within our limited knowledge. So we’re pioneers of the highest degree. You can
only do so much preparation. There were a handful of years prior notice to the arrival of you (James)
and Marion, but that was mostly for the old guard, those who’ve been overseeing things throughout
Mary’s and Jesus’ age, and all so they’d know that their time was coming to an end, rather than, now
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you have to start preparing for a whole massive change. And so the preparing and carrying out that
change, has been left up to the likes of myself and Helen and everyone who’s involved.
James: I’m just looking at some of my notes I jotted down, and what I wanted to ask you Beth, so
Jerusem can’t be related to in the physical universe?
No. A lot of people try to and so make the mistake of doing so. Jerusem, the capital and centre of the
first Celestial sphere, is deep in spirit, the best you could say is: all this section of the physical universe
and all the ‘earths’ within it, and you could define that on a star map, all look to Jerusem as the capital of
their first Celestial sphere, but it’s in spirit, it’s not on the physical level. You leave the physical
universe when you die and move into the first Mansion World. Then you are moving into the ‘inner’
spirit universes.

JAMES

PADGETT
MONCRIEF

1 Commenced
2 Completed

1914
2014

1

Divine Love addresses the issues of the Rebellion.

2

Feeling Healing addresses the issues of the Default.

The Rebellion is against love, the Default is all the difficulties we have in our
relationships because of our rebellion. Healing the Default is becoming true, to
ourselves and in our relationships, and ending our unlovingness – our rejection of
love, so ending the Rebellion.
The Rebellion was brought about by Lucifer and his soulmate 200,000 years ago.
The Default was brought about by Adam and Eve, soulmates, 38,000 years ago.
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JAMES chatting with NANNA BETH: Elizabeth is from the 3rd Celestial Sphere

26 June 2017

James: Nanna Beth, could you please tell me how it is in the Divine Love Healing Mansion Worlds so
far as the structure goes, as in, do spirits have common prayer rooms, places of worship, places to
receive counselling individual and group, places of learning about the Healing and everything else? I’ve
thinking about basing the Religion of Feelings on the structure in the Mansion Worlds, as no doubt it
would be the truth and what’s best for everyone doing their Healing.
Nanna Beth: First as you understand, it has to be worked out on the Earth what people want, and there
will of course be similarities with how it is for us spirits; however, yes, I will tell you how it is for us.
On the first mansion there are relatively small localised sectors devoted to introducing people to the
notion of their Healing and the Divine Love. Spirits come to these centres to learn about it having been
told enough that they find appealing and wish to look into it further. As an example of such a place,
there might be a room, there might be a beautiful garden setting, along a river, outside or inside, or a bit
of both, but nothing bigger than what could hold about twenty to thirty people.
There is then a main spokes spirit, mostly the women Celestials do this with their partners there too but
more for afterward support. The Celestial will introduce the Healing and the Divine Love speaking for
no more than about thirty minutes, half of that about the theory, the other half about the spirits own
personal healing experiences. Then there is a question time, which is used to ascertain what more theory
or personal experience might need to be shared. Then it’s an open time, where everyone mixes, as there
are usually other higher spirits, some doing their Healing, other Celestials possibly, family and friends of
the new spirits who have come to listen, all with no pressure being put on the inquiring spirits, just open
and honest.
And the new spirits are free to come to as many of these introductory talks as they want, some coming at
the end of the formal part if they’ve already heard it or something similar, wanting to share more, ask
questions, listen to spirits Healing examples, gaining an understanding of what’s involved – how long it
might take, as that’s usually a question many want to know, and what is the difference between how
they have been living in the mind worlds and living doing their Healing.
Up until now, spirits have had only the two choices: the mind worlds or the Divine Love Healing
worlds. Some spirits have opted for just longing for the Divine Love for quite a time before they begin
their Healing in earnest, and many have wanted to begin their Healing without the Divine Love, but that
has not been allowed. You had to begin with the Divine Love and then do your Healing. But that is all
changing too, so spirits will soon be able to do their Healing, their Feeling Healing, without the Divine
Love. And it looks like separate introductory sectors within the mind worlds will be set up for these
spirits, with them free to come into the Divine Love worlds at any time. So if they attained fourth world
in their Feeling Healing, then wanted to embrace the Divine Love, they’d move into the third Mansion
World, the first proper Divine Love Healing world. If they attained sixth world Feeling Healing
perfection, then embraced the Divine Love, they’d move back to the fifth world.
So the introductory phases are kept simple, light on the truth, heavy on personal experiences being
talked about so the new spirits can gain an understanding from spirits who are doing their Healing or
who have done it, both to show it can be done, that it is a real thing needing to be done, and that
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everyone’s healing will be specific for themselves, so different, although broad generalisations are
followed.
Should a spirit decide to start longing for the Divine Love, then there are regular prayer temples, houses,
cafes and open air retreats, all sorts of different places for spirits to gather, and catering for different
numbers, from small groups up to ten, to massive groups of tens of thousands at certain ‘main event’
times. Should Mary and Jesus have need to be with us in some capacity, they are usually more than
happy to attend one of these main event large meetings – you wrote about one such event in one of your
novels James.
And it’s the same for people wishing to do their Healing, although these are mostly smaller places,
rooms, which can be public or at spirits’ homes, where spirits further discuss the Healing and tentatively
explore expressing their feelings. Some spirits love the group experience and it’s very necessary for
them to break through their controlling beliefs, other people shy away from these preferring more
intimate one-on-one and so they too are accommodated. Some spirits enjoy the group situation right the
way through their Healing, others happy to do it themselves, calling upon help from their specific
Celestial helper, friend/s or family if they are still talking with such family members.
Once the spirits feels happy with its longing for the Love and has officially begun its Healing, as there is
an official beginning over here, then it moves to live in the third Mansion World, even if it has not as yet
worked its way through the equivalent of the second world. But in the third world they cover all they’d
have done in the second world. And when the spirit has completed or attained the levels of truth of the
third world, it moves to the fifth, there to work back through the fourth as they continue with their
Healing, and the same when the move to the seventh, having to work though the sixth as well.
In the third Mansion World, the first real Healing world, in that it’s completely devoted to, and so for,
only spirits who are longing for the Divine Love and doing their Healing – their Soul Healing, things are
different in that the spirits live in small modular enclaves designed to house no more than about a
thousand spirits, that being the basis of their lives. So no big cities, all more intimate and setting the
scene for higher spirit life. The mind worlds still have cities, some vast and very elaborate, all the way
up the second, fourth and sixth worlds, whereas in the Divine Love Healing worlds no such things exist.
On Jerusem, the first Celestial sphere, as with all the Celestial spheres, again we have the most beautiful
crystal cities, and some very large, but these are all for universal administration, cultural and learning,
with all the spirits live still in modular numbers about them if they need to be close to such a city.
Having said the Healing Mansion Worlds don’t have cities, each world does in fact have one, an
administration and cultural centre, but spirits don’t live in it, but it does act as the world’s capital.
The whole point of having small modular ‘towns’ is to help break down the Earth based structure spirits
are used to.
The modular living environments are not so much towns either, but are places consisting of all shapes
and sizes of dwellings that house about a thousand spirits. You might have all the spirits living in one
high rise situation, you might have them distributed through a jungle, strung out along an ocean beach,
high in the mountains in caves, deep underground or under or floating on lakes and seas, whatever takes
the fancy of the designers of such places, and many of them are evolving, ending and others beginning.
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Spirits decide what might best suit them and are drawn to such places, and then accommodation is found
for them. Often nationalities and cultures are still part of spirits lives to begin with, and so they want to
be with other spirits and ways of life they are familiar with, with more integration and mixing occurring
in the higher Healing worlds, then fully mixed and integrated by the time we attain the Celestial spheres.
Then within these small modular living settings are a main centre of worship (there are also many lesser
ones) – a public place, in which prayer and counselling, private and group, can occur, and further
education is available to do with the Truth, the Healing and the Divine Love. There is then also other
areas of interest being set up by whatever spirits want to do, some individually, others banding together,
others linking up with other modular enclaves, so spirits do whatever they want so as to help give them
the necessary experiences to bring up all the bad feelings they need to feel. And mostly they do these
things to make them feel good, or hope they do, and it’s the interaction with other spirits that stirs up
their repressed feelings. And then many spirits go off into the mind worlds, to gain experience doing
things there, so to help other spirits, all sorts of things – whatever you can think of, and up until now,
even to help try and connect with people on Earth in all the controlling ways they desired. But with
those controlling ways now stopped from influencing Earth, they are having to look for other controlling
things to do, which is more about turning on each other with all sorts of mind created spiritual and
religious ways and systems all vying for power and having as many mind spirits involved in them as
they can. And some of the Healing Divine Love spirits also still need to be involved in such things, so
go off doing what they will, coming back and working through the bad feelings that come up, all the
usual life things.
And it’s the same living set up in the fifth and seventh worlds, only as spirits push deeper into their
Healing, there are less group counselling situations and more private ones, with an increasing number of
Celestials being involved.
And spirits of course have intimate relationships all the way along, so there is a mixing and moving of
spirits as they want to live together and work helping each other, then with some splitting apart as they
reach the conclusion of their time together, moving on, and all what you can imagine happening.
So the focus of living is in relatively small groups, with some of these groups of about a thousand spirits
remaining quite stable, all the spirits loving being together, others are always in flux. All are
accommodated for whatever are their needs, but all are encouraged to live in these communities
particularly in the beginning on the third world, although if a spirit wants to completely live alone, that’s
okay too.
And within these modular living settings spirits might live in a communal situation, the whole one
thousand people living under the one roof, or broken up into smaller communes, right down to how you
are living in small houses with only a single, couple or small group of spirits. And some spirits are
constantly changing how they live, others are very stable. It’s all to suit the different personality needs,
all of which are highly irregular because we’ve all been so heavily damaged.
Within these counselling centres are books and visual aids, there is no television network purely for
entertainment, all entertainment is produced by spirits themselves in real time, however there are things
like ipads and ipods with varying sized screens connecting spirits within the modular settings, linking
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with enclaves, and channels to the higher worlds and the first Celestial sphere so they can keep in touch
with and be introduced to some of the higher goings on.
Do you have any other questions James?
James: No, you’ve thoroughly covered it for what I was wanting to know. I’ll send this to John and
Samantha and see if they have any questions or would like you to say more about any of it, it all being
so we can get something of an idea of what might be good to set up here. However what you’ve said is I
think about what we might think anyway, as there’s not really much else one can do unless one wants to
create some sort of big mind controlling structure of a religion, which of course I want to stay well clear
of. I do like the focus on the personal, more intimate right from the beginning, and not too much theory
and lots of first hand experience, which is highly lacking currently on Earth, but possibly in time it will
be available if people want to do their Healing.
Thank you again Beth – 3rd Celestial Heaven.
Nanna Beth: It’s my pleasure James, I’m glad I can help. I’ll speak with you soon – Love Nanna Beth.
Later:
James: I did have a thought, I guess when Mary and Jesus come, and as not all the spirits can personally
attend such a meeting as you mentioned, other facilities are set up so the spirits can ‘tune in’ and watch?
Nanna Beth: Oh yes, the whole world and all the other Mansion Worlds, and we in the Celestial
spheres, all tune in. Very large screens and sound systems are arranged for larger groups of spirits to
gather, or if others prefer to remain in small groups or even privately – individually, that too can be
arranged. And yes, mostly everyone wants to see them, be involved however they can be, so it’s a major
event, really big, the biggest, for the whole of Nebadon wants to always know what they are doing and
can’t get enough of them. It’s all so very exciting, so much tension in the lead up to one of these ‘main
events’, it’s all so wonderful, and we being of Earth are so lucky, you on Earth have no idea how lucky
you really are, having had Mary and Jesus here and for them having to come back here to the Mansion
Worlds or lower Celestial spheres so often, we are all very fortunate indeed. And although
unfortunately not all spirits can personally attend the main arena, it’s all organised so that over time, all
the way to Satania, every spirit and angel will get their chance to see and be in their presence in such a
way. They can’t be with everyone personally, there are simply too many of us from all the different
worlds, but the ‘main events’ get bigger and bigger as you move up through Nebadon, so eventually
everyone gets to see them and to know for themselves that the spiritual mother and father of us all in
Nebadon do really exist. So no one misses out.
James: And so Nanna Beth, to have them come to you personally to tell you about all that was going to
happen, that must have nearly blown your mind?
Nanna Beth: It nearly blew my heart, the light was so intense, I was in a state of half-shock for about a
year. But you know, you get on and recover, and yes, it was such a lovely surprise their coming to me to
ask me personally to help do the work I’m now doing with you all – wonderful, beyond words, an
experience to cherish forevermore.
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MANSION WORLDS for the Humanity of Earth, being spirit spheres 1 to 7:

27 November 2018

James: At least talking about the Mansion Worlds is on safer ground.
Nanna Beth – 3rd Celestial Heaven: Absolutely James, I am always able to shed more light on the
Bigger Picture for you, however I’m afraid, that to do with the personal such as about the money and so
on, not as much.
The Mansion Worlds (for humanity of Earth) are wholly being used for Urantia (Earth) at this point in
time, and have been for a long time. We don’t have our own worlds as such, it’s just that we’ve been
‘allocated’ the use of them for the time being. And that will continue until the end of the Spiritual Age
(now commencing for 1,000 years), then Urantian spirits will be joined by others from other ‘earths’.
And you understand the quarantine status is because of the Rebellion, so when it breaks and humanity
starts to heal itself then humanity will come out of its self-imposed isolation.
There are Mansion Worlds provided for varying numbers of ‘earths’. The Urantia Book, which John
was talking about, is the universal standard, but nothing about Urantia (Earth) is standard anymore.
James: So how is it for you Healed Celestials, when do you become part of the greater universal whole?
Nanna Beth: From the fourth Celestial onwards we become part of the whole with our focus on our
Paradise ascent then being wholly consuming. As I’ve told you, the first three Celestial spheres are still
primarily focused on assisting Urantia – you people on Earth and in the mind and healing Mansion
Worlds (spheres 1 to 7), however there is also some progressive universal involvement. We go to
classes, which are voluntary, that introduce us to greater universal awareness. We go to ‘meet-ups’ in
which small numbers of our soulgroups might meet small numbers of other soulgroups from other
physical worlds. And these are always very interesting to compare our lives with theirs. But these
meetings are for the most part for us being still of the first three Celestial spheres, information, they are
not as yet about forming relationships with spirits from other planets, nor are we actively involved with
universal work with them. However having said that, there are increasing numbers of Celestials from
the lower three spheres who are starting to have more personally to do with spirits from other worlds and
those spirits with us. Not all the Celestials with us want to be focused on Earth or the Mansion Worlds
all the time. We all still have to do something with Earth, but with some of us that is becoming less and
less. That’s all part of the change. By the end of this forthcoming Spiritual Age, we Celestials won’t be
needed to have such an intense and personal focus with people on Earth and in the Mansion Worlds, so
those Celestials in the lower three spheres (of the Celestial Heavens) will have more immediately to do
with spirits from other worlds.
So you can see James, this time now and for the next Age is going to be unique. Every moment is of
course unique, however in terms of time, 1,000 years is like a brief moment compared to tens of
thousands of years of a normal age. And we’ll be doing a lot within it on all levels.
So humanity doesn’t start getting let out of its prison until the end of the next Age, however you can
start letting yourself out of your own personal one anytime now by doing your Healing.
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The DIVINE UNIVERSE:
138. An introduction to the Divine Love

29 Novermber 2012

Thank you for receiving Augustus and helping to facilitate his experience of communicating in this way
for the first time. We embrace these experiences as much as you do and there is always a sense of a
potential fulfilled when the gap between our environments diminishes.
In the natural Spheres we introduce individuals to the availability of the Divine Love. Natural
individuals are much in the same way as people are in their natural experience of life – the primary
difference being one environment is physically lived and our environment is spirit body lived.
Introducing the Divine Love and for one being aware of this Love for the first time happens in much the
same way as an introduction to the Divine Love happens between people on Earth. It is remarkable
when one considers that this Love has been present ever since the human life of Jesus. The Love forms
in its potential, a substantial part of what it is to be a mortal soul, and yet so little is known by one and
all about this, the Love amongst the peoples of the world. One could think that the presence of this
substantial Love would speak for itself, but until one is made aware of its existence, the Divine Love and
its potential is the silent truth of the universe.
The invisibility and the way the Divine Love is largely unknown to the peoples of the world mirrors the
way God is with invisibility and relatively unknown to the peoples of the world. If the Divine Love and
its potential for the human soul were visible and known, then this would reflect the living truth on the
nature that God is Soul and in a Divine Love experience, visible and known.
As you both (Nicholas and Zara) know, we can only create an awareness of the Love, the rest is up to
the individual to embrace this experience. Some Celestial spirits spend copious amounts of time in the
natural Spheres helping to create an awareness of Divine Love not because we have to, but because we
love to. The Love in our soul creates a desire to serve and because we love the Love and everything that
it stands for, we like to give back helping others as we were once helped ourselves. When one has
awareness then one can make a choice and a potential for choice is released and liberated as an
individual freedom. If Celestial spirits did not create any awareness in the natural Spheres pertaining to
the potential of the Divine Love, then spirit life in the mortal spirit world as we know it to be would be
entirely different.
You have seen in the world today that the research into specific fields has created a more extended
awareness in the global community, and if you look at the message delivered by Luke on human
awareness, you can see how choice is involved and progression forms part of the choices that can
liberate the individual.
I have enjoyed writing with you and this work on The Immortal Choice is coming along well.
Francesco is present and desires to write with you again.
All my love,
Saleeba
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The DIVINE UNIVERSE:
139. The Tip of Eternity

29 November 2012

Hello to you again. I completely love my Celestial life; all I do is study God. I live in a Celestial
Sphere where I quietly spend my time immersed in this study. For all the glory that the Celestial
Heaven is, my home and place of study is a modest and comforting home. I have lived in this Sphere
for a long time, my progression has arrived me here and I am in no hurry to move to a more progressed
Sphere as there are only a few more Spheres beyond this one and I am aware that at the end of the
Celestial Heaven begins the greater universality.
For a long time now, God has been my sole interest in my spirit life as it was in my earthly life. When I
first realised an experience of the Divine Love I could hardly believe that such a beginning was so
simple. I embraced the Love in prayer, as I was familiar with prayer and had prayed to God in my days
on Earth. I had never directly prayed for an inflowing of the Divine Love. I had prayed to know more
of God. I never shared my desire to live with God, as I was a fisherman and out at sea, I would
contemplate and try in my contemplations, to glimpse the glory of God. Prayer was no stranger to me in
my spirit life and so when I became aware of the Divine Love and was informed to pray for it, I simply
included praying for the Divine Love in my prayers. I turned my attention to God as I had done so for a
long time, only then the difference being my attention turned toward God, The Soul, as I had been made
aware that God is Soul. As soon as I prayed to the Soul, God for Divine Love when I lived in the Sixth
natural Sphere, I felt the immediate effect of the Love and experienced this as a truth that was beyond
my human belief and previous contemplations. I was always humble in my human life though strong of
hand, heart and mind.
I never found listening to the Celestial teacher Master a problem. I simply did as I was informed to do,
for when I first saw and met this individual and listened to his description of the Divine Love and its
relationship with God, I simply did as he instructed me and others to do. It was at that time, all so
simple. In the Sixth mortal Sphere I had reached the conclusion of the potential for my natural love and
I could progress no further without the inclusion of the Divine Love. I had the fortunate experience of
praying with Jesus in that Sixth natural Sphere and we all felt the Love. He then instructed me to travel
with him and I did follow his leadings and he took me with a few other spirits down through the natural
Spheres to the exit and entrance of the First Divine Love Sphere. On the way he explained how we
could continue to progress in our potential. He was communicative and not reserved or distant within
himself. I did as the Master had said, and more Divine Love flowed into my soul and like a tide of the
sea, I rose up through the Spheres and into the Celestial Heaven and continued through those Spheres to
the one I live in now. I have lived here in the Celestial Heaven a long time and have enjoyed seeing the
population grow. There is room enough for all in all the Celestial Spheres as one need keep in mind that
in the forming of the Celestial Heaven, that in potential the whole population of humankind in its
entirety, if all were to accept the Love, are freely able to reside in these Spheres. The Divine Love is the
way that I continue to learn about the nature of God. I know that I have learnt only ‘the tip of eternity’ if
I can use this metaphor, and the thing that I like so much is that there is so much more to know. I like
finding out about how the First Source functions and this is a compelling interest in my Celestial life.
I am dedicated without being fundamental. When one lives as I have done in the mortal spirit world,
and have studied the workings of God’s Love and Spirit the management of mortal personality requires
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one to forget about being fundamental because only God can manage so many people, spirits included,
at one time.
There are other individuals like myself who have dedicated their lives to God and they reside as I do in
the Celestial Heaven. We meet and share our studies, we meet at meeting places outside our homes for
one can openly discuss experiences, natures and realities pertaining to the Father without ever feeling
judged by a passer-by. Everyone here accepts the universal Father as the First Source and only source
of the Divine Love. I am not a monk living in fear, isolation or exclusion. In fact it is quite the
opposite. I along with others like myself, are actively sought out by individuals who desire to learn
more about the nature of the Eternal Soul. Those of us who dedicate our Celestial lives in this way pool
all our knowledge together so that a factual resource is determined and this helps answer a lot of farreaching questions.
Whilst I study God not all Celestial spirits spend their time studying God. We all live in the awareness
of the Love and are fulfilled in our potential yet many spirits work tirelessly in the natural Spheres
generating awareness of the Divine Love. I have done a little of this in my initial experience when
progressing through the primary Divine Love Spheres but I don’t do this work now. You could say I am
doing this now with you, and I am most grateful of this experience. As I have said before, I do visit my
soulmate from time to time, but that has been the only time I visit the natural Spheres. To be honest,
there is nothing in the natural love that is forthcoming from any mortal personality that I can derive any
knowledge from.
I will write again soon and I thank you for receiving this morning’s communication and I thank Saleeba
for assisting me in this communication.
The Celestial Monk,
Francesco
140. The Immortal Choice

29 November 2012

One can, as you have done, correlate by the use of soul-spirit-mind perception and sensory vision the
functions of the Spheres in accord with the development of the mortal personality, and how the soul
condition is the determining factor as to the nature of progression. On Earth, weather plays a big part in
human life and environments act according to the planetary systems without any regard for human life.
Here in the Spheres, it is the opposite. Everything about each Sphere is an environment which supports
mortal personality and never does the environment act in a discord with mortal personality. One could
conclude that living in a smooth environment may be dull and boring and without its challenges
however, one only need to keep in mind that spirit living is the mortal personality living in the spirit
body and the physical challenges required in Earth’s environments no longer form part of personality
experience in the Spheres. Experience requires different challenges and the one challenge that will
involve all mortal personalities is the single Immortal choice to participate with the Divine Love. To
live with the Divine Love or not to live with the Divine Love is the Immortal question, the choice of all
challenges and one’s choice has vast long-term consequences.
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A SPHERE may simulate or being likened to a CLUSTER of MINOR SPHERES:
Each minor zone or region may represent a
plane within a major sphere. A plane is not a
sphere.
One’s soul condition determines where one
resides. Your personal illumination is a
reflection of your soul condition. The
luminosity of one’s soul fits that spirit person
to live within an environment that matches
that luminosity.
As one grows in love, firstly through their Feeling Healing, their soul
condition improves, and this is reflected through the spirit body.
A spirit person, whose soul condition is poor, lacks luminosity and
would reside in a dark environment, until they heal themselves. The
luminosity of any environment is a direct reflection of the luminosity
of the spirit people residing there.
Thus, the ‘hells’ are places of darkness, whereas the heavens are
regions of ever increasing brilliance, reflecting the soul’s progress in
development of love for themselves and our Mother and Father.
One can clearly imagine a soul living in the ambience of the bottom
diagram would be overwhelmed by the brilliance of the upper
diagram. Clearly, it is not possible for a spirit person to move into
an environment for which it is not yet fit for.
Between each major sphere structure is an entry and exit point
connecting adjoining spheres. This further manages movements.
As one progresses in their development of
love, they progressively move up through
the planes within their sphere until they are
fit to progress from that sphere and enter a
higher and brighter sphere.
Progress is always upward to higher and
more loving and brighter environments.
We all commence our journey by entering
the 1st natural love Sphere.
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The vision and potential vision that comes from the Divine Love is replete and substantial. Living and
progressing in the Love ultimately answers all questions pertaining to mortal nature and the dynamic of
the mortal personality. The continued referring between all that is natural in mortal creation and
forming with all that is Divine in the principle cause effect in the Divine Love is the relationship where
the workings of these Loves in their corresponding Sphere compels one to understand the mortal
meaning of human and spirit life.
Celestial teacher and brother of Jesus the Master,
James
175. Languages through the Spheres

15 December 2012

I am with you and you can perceive my presence. You are correct, seeing my stature as slightly taller
than yourself. Obviously, I speak English now and I have learnt it so I can converse with other spirits. I
would have to say that the English language is, as it is spoken today in your world, is the primary
language for communication in our Celestial world and many spirits do speak Spanish. We keep our
traditional dialect and language that we learnt and conversed with in our human life. You only speak
and write in English so I along with the other individuals who write with you, converse with you in this
language. If I spoke to you in my old traditional language, a northern dialect that is hardly spoken
today, I would not be able to communicate with you.
There is a universal language spoken between spirits that in their exchanges is an Eternal language of
Love and Spirit, which I cannot speak myself, though soon I will be able to. This language has its origin
beyond the last boundary of Sphere of the Celestial Heaven that is the boundary between the Celestial
Heaven and The Eternal Spheres. In the Celestial Heaven, I reside in an Immortal Sphere. Beyond the
Celestial Heaven are the Eternal Spheres of Harmony. I am told and informed by more progressed
Celestial spirits that this universal language is fast in delivery and pure in form, and a perceptual
reflective language where words are not required. Apparently chunks of information are simply
exchanged and processed by the mind in the spirit body, and this language is visual and truthful.
I am looking forward to communicating in this way, and that will mean that I would have progressed
through the Celestial Immortal Spheres that comprise the Celestial Heaven and then I will be in such a
condition of soul resulting from the Divine Love, that I can then begin living in the Eternal Spheres. In
a small way we communicate together, you and I, by exchanging visual perceptual and reflective rotes
of information. However, there is a language that forms a structure in our exchange, which you
understand as a communication conveyed in English. This form of communication is efficient and the
beautiful thing is that you are aware and conscious during these spirit communications. This is all I
need to convey at this time and I am happy to do so, and that you are both open and prepared to put this
time in with us for this work.
Your Celestial friend,
Egln
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WHICH WAY? MIND SELF RELIANT or FEELING AND GOD RELIANT:
To PARADISE, the HOME of OUR HEAVENLY PARENTS
Council of Elders
now around 20
Soulgroups

3
Maybe something like 30 billion people have
Celestial
recognised that our Mother and Father’s
Heaven
Divine Love, together with embracing one’s
Feeling Healing, that with these two aspects,
have progressed through the Mansion Worlds
to the Celestial Heavens and onwards.

2

Celestial
Heaven

Mansion World 7: is then about still working with the deepest and
residual bad feelings, whilst looking to sort out how you wrongly relate
1
to yourself and others, nature and God because of being unloving,
Celestial
understanding how your relationships are unloving, how you don’t
Heaven
connect properly, how unloving you really are and why and fully
accepting the truth of it, coming completely to grips with your parents
not loving you as you needed to be loved – sorting it all out, including
your self and feeling expression difficulties.
Mansion World 5: is then about going right into the depths of them,
7
feeling how unloved you feel and seeing how unloving you are and how
Divine Love
that makes you feel, bringing out the majority of your pain, your misery,
Healing
fear, anger, guilt, hatred, boredom, terror, rejection, nothingness, feeling
World
powerless, alone and abandoned, and so on.
Mansion World 3: is for waking up to the
truth that you’re not loving and starting to get
5
in touch with your pain, starting to accept
Divine
Love
your bad feelings, starting to work with them
3
Healing
Divine Love
instead of rejecting them.
World
Healing
World

1

Natural Love
More than 200 billion personalities have embraced their mind
and self reliance through the misguidance of ‘New Age’ styled
ideologies and the many thousands of different religious
platforms, all of which take the person further and further
away from our Heavenly Parents.
For a million years, humanity has gone
6
in the wrong direction with its selfMind
denial of self and feeling!
Mansion
World

2

4

Mind
Mansion
World

Mind
Mansion
World
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I’D TURN BACK IF I WERE YOU!
The Natural love spirit Mansion Worlds as to how they have been for all these
hundreds of thousands of years and as they are set up currently, are to help spirits
advance to the fullest of their self-denial that they can. That is, so as to become as
evil as they can. And all under the guise of being ‘loving’.
It’s why they are called the mind worlds, namely Mansion World / spheres 1, 2, 4 and 6. That is
because the spirits are using their minds to complete their rebellion – denial of self and feelings, and
rejection of our Heavenly Parents as well their Creator Son and Daughter. So yes, the top of Mansion
World sphere 6, spirits are the most evil, the most in rebellion, the most in default, the most wrong and
unloving and untrue, even though, they appear, because they’ve trained their mind to do so, to be the
most loving, but it’s all false and contrived – such as the Eastern gurus. Total mind over feelings,
blocking all the bad ones and using your mind to only make you feel good.
Typical of those on their way up in the mind worlds are not open to anything, they do not want to know
about feeling bad and going with their bad feelings looking for their truth, because that scares them,
that’s not nice, that doesn’t make one feel good, it threatens their control, they reject that preferring to
stay in their nice safe space. Which is how it is for these Natural love mind spirits using their minds to
control their feelings.
We’ve all got to take responsibility for our evilness even though we were made to be that way and rebel
by default, but there is no getting away from it, and it has to be compensated right to the last farthing,
which is what being in the hell planes is all about, and which keeps being applied right the way through
the Mansion Worlds. In the mind worlds you can continue to use that inner pressure requiring
compensation for your bad deeds, to further contrive love and pretend you are all holy and loving
and not hurting anyone anymore, which on the surface of it you are not, but underneath still are,
all the way up through to the sixth world; or, you can allow it to keep working on you right the
way up through the Divine Love Mansion Worlds doing your Healing.
And apparently what’s going to happen is the Natural love mind Mansion Worlds are going to be
divided, so within them, there will be spirits doing their Feeling Healing – without the Divine Love, and
still limited to the sixth Mansion World, but looking to be true and end their rebellion. And then there
will be those still carrying on denying themselves as they have always done. So you will have spirits in
the Feeling Healing Natural love sectors that will truly perfect their Natural love; and those spirits still in
the mind sectors perfecting their wrongness. The opposites or extremes living side by side. And then
you’ll still have the Divine Love Healing Mansion Worlds, being spheres 3, 5, and 7, doing their Soul
Healing.
And as for a summation: “Divine Love Mansion World / Sphere 3 is the wakening up to the truth that
one is not loving, also their being a lot of assistance. Sphere 5 is then about going right into the depths
of feeling how unloved you feel and seeing how unloving you are and how that makes you feel, also this
a time when one can then progress and manage their own progress through their Feeling Healing.
Sphere 7 is then about still working with the deepest and residual bad feelings, whilst looking to sort out
how you wrongly relate to yourself and others, nature and God because of being unloving, this is a time
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of great realisation and comprehension with much of the prior experiences starting to be drawn
together.”
Mansion World 3: is for waking up to the truth that you’re not loving and starting to get in touch with
your pain, starting to accept your bad feelings, starting to work with them instead of rejecting them.
Mansion World 5: is then about going right into the depths of them, feeling how unloved you feel and
seeing how unloving you are and how that makes you feel, bringing out the majority of your pain, your
misery, fear, anger, guilt, hatred, boredom, terror, rejection, nothingness, feeling powerless, alone and
abandoned, and so on.
Mansion World 7: is then about still working with the deepest and residual bad feelings, whilst looking
to sort out how you wrongly relate to yourself and others, nature and God because of being unloving,
understanding how your relationships are unloving, how you don’t connect properly, how unloving you
really are and why and fully accepting the truth of it, coming completely to grips with your parents not
loving you as you needed to be loved – sorting it all out, including your self and feeling expression
difficulties.
It is agreed that the lower worlds are about waking up to what’s involved, however from then on it
depends on how it’s all structured for the individual in their negative state as to how much ongoing
assistance they might need. Some need help all the way along, whereas others have been able to work
with their feelings, themselves, right from the beginning.
And yes, each of the Divine Love healing Mansion Worlds, 3, 5 and 7, are equally painful to work
through, just focusing on different aspects of yourself and your Feeling Healing with Divine Love. And
then in the higher planes of the 7th world comes the transition, where one’s pain starts to end, and you
start feeling so much better about yourself, you are fully accepting of your negative unloving state, you
are fully unloving although even starting to become more loving – truly loving, of yourself, God, and
then other people.
Then onto the Celestial Heavens by progressing into Sphere 8 and then onwards further, all the way
home to Paradise.
Maybe something like 6 billion people have recognised that our Mother and Father’s Divine Love,
together with embracing one’s Feeling Healing, that with these two aspects, have progressed through the
Mansion Worlds to the Celestial Heavens and onwards.
More than 200 billion personalities have embraced their mind and self reliance through the misguidance
of ‘New Age’ styled ideologies and the many thousands of different religious platforms, all of which
take the person further and further away from our Heavenly Parents.
The 1st and 2nd Spirit Mind Mansion Worlds / spheres are jammed to the rafters.
For a million years, humanity has gone in the wrong direction with its self-denial of self and feeling!
Nanna Beth

Sunday, 18 June 2017
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CRYING WORLDS HEAL, the LOVE WORLDS LIBERATE PERSONALITY:
To PARADISE, the HOME of OUR HEAVENLY PARENTS
Council of Elders
now around 20
Soulgroups
Celestial Heavens are the Spheres of Love.
One has to be a fully integrated personality,
as in expressing all the aspects of one’s self
equally and lovingly, before one can leave the
3rd Celestial sphere – Sphere of Love, after
having embraced the Way of Feelings.

3
Sphere
of Love

2
Sphere
of Love

When in the Celestial Heavens we work on bringing to light all the
attributes of one’s personality. We are to be a fully integrated
personality, as in expressing all the aspects of ourself equally and
lovingly, before you can leave the third Celestial sphere.
While we progress through the Divine Love Crying Worlds, we are to
live true to our untruth, by living the truth of it. We only need to be true
and perfect to our untrue state, and when we’ve done that, we’re
Healed. Even though we’re still imperfect so far as fully expressing our
personality, all of which we then perfect at the Celestial level. So really
to qualify for the Celestials, that is about one living completely true to
one’s wrongness, and partaking of the Divine Love to a certain level, and
then once that’s done and being a Celestial, one can carry on bringing to
light all those parts that one was denied the expression of whilst living
untruth to oneself.
We are to uncover the truth of our untruth
5
through the Healing crying Mansion Worlds
levels (and their equivalent on Earth); and then
3
Healing
once that’s done, and with the appropriate
World
Healing
amount of Divine Love in our soul warranting
World
fusion with our Indwelling Spirit, we can move
into the Celestial spheres of love (or their
equivalent on Earth).
Earth has been subjected to the Rebellion and
Default until now! As a soulmate pair progress
1
with their Feeling Healing, the Rebellion and
Natural
Love
Default conditions are being cancelled.
We all arrive into the 1st Mind Natural Love Mansion World.
Most continue their way of living without any awareness of the
Feeling Healing process and the availability of Divine Love.
The 1st and 2nd Mind natural love Mansion
Worlds are jammed to the rafters with
6
spirit personalities. Those who progress to
Mind
the 4th and 6th Mind Mansion Worlds are
Mansion
progressing further away from God,
World
continuing with the Way of the Mind!
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EACH SPHERE PROGRESSIVELY LEADS to the CENTRE:

Consider that the mortal spheres, both for the Natural Love spirit Mansion World spheres
and also the Divine Love spirit Mansion World spheres progressively are further away from
Earth, with the 1st Mansion World blanketing Earth. Then next are the immortal Divine
Love spirit spheres known as the Celestial Heavens, then the Eternal Spheres, Infinite and
Universal Spheres.
Our own solar system is in the outer edge of a super-universe, being one of seven. In fact, the
outer ring is a series of seven super-universes circulating around a massive inner sphere.
We may progress towards the absolute centre, to the Spheres of Paradise with further
development as an immortal Divine Love spirit, having completed our Feeling Healing. These
form an inner circle around the Super Grand Sphere that surrounds our Heavenly Parents’
Soul.
Finally, the last remaining Sphere beyond the Super Grand Sphere is our Parents’ Sphere.
We can and all will, should we choose, make this journey in our own time and as we please.
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The DIVINE UNIVERSE:
179. The Nature and Stages of Fusion

17 December 2012

In our writings together in this collaboration we have introduced much experience on the nature of
Divine Love. We have conveyed vision and experience to the best of our knowledge and to the best of
how our spirit-communications have facilitated this dialogue. We have tried to convey workings of
universal Love and Spirit to the best of our ability that dovetails into extending the nature of personality,
all of this in the view that the essential truth is always one’s relationship with the Soul, God, in faith,
love and the Divine Love.
This work first commenced with the life, the human life of Jesus, then continued with the spirit writings
of James Padgett (1914 to 1923). Our current work introduces many themes situated in potentials,
harmony and Immortality all the way defining the nature of a mortal personality comprising of its
attributes and to illuminate the soul and the spirit body. We have established that the forming
personality survives its human life and continues its existence in the mortal spirit world. We have
defined what the mortal spirit world is in its function. We have written and communicated from our
experience having lived in Divine Love and with your assistance, we have been able to give wide
breadth of vision to this work so that another may derive insight, spirit illumination, vision, potential,
thought-provoking information and, for one to find solace in. Above all, it is our hope that these works
demonstrate the reality that the Divine Love is real along with the attribute of mortal soul and the mortal
spirit body, and it is from the understanding of how the personality comprises of these two attributes
provides a unified vision of the human experience and earthly world with a spirit’s experience in the
spirit world culminating and accommodating for the same outcome, which is an acceptance of the Soul,
God.
I desire to write on the Stages of Fusion a mortal personality experiences when the attribute of soul and
spirit body form the individual.
The formed image of the attribute of each unique soul begins with its creation. The originator and First
Source of all mortal life, the Soul God, commences a mortal soul life by forming a complete soul. This
mortal attribute upon its creation and upon its advent into the Pre-Incarnation Sphere where it awaits
incarnation into a human life is subject to a single act upon it as the first stage of fusion. A single Spirit
Law that only exists in the Pre-Incarnation Sphere acts upon God’s Spirit Will and divides each
complete soul. The soul then becomes as it where two distinct and separate attributes or parts and in
each part the whole attribute and potential for the receipt of Divine Love and imminent incarnation for
individualisation plus other potentials form a complete part of each part of the complete soul. This first
aspect of Fusion is to actually separate and not to bring together.
The two distinct parts of the complete soul reside in this Sphere until the imminent approach of
incarnation. When incarnation occurs, each part will incarnate into one of each human sex and never
shall these two independent parts incarnate into the same sex. There is a very good reason for this.
When one is aware of the potential of Divine Love and the possibility for a Celestial soulmate
companionship, then one understands why it was necessary for the complete soul to fuse apart and form
two distinct attributes. Each attribute will always remain independent in the forming of their unique
mortal personality and derived human experiences from a human life. Never shall these two distinct
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attributes incarnate into a single forming personality. I am also aware, and you have written an account
of this before, that each attribute of soul in this Sphere does not have as part of its original forming, any
personality other than its attributes and potentials which means that any self-determination or voluntary
decision to pick and choose or to select a human life is absent from the soul when the soul resides in the
Pre-Incarnation Sphere.
Humans, mortals and Immortal spirits cannot influence the attributes of soul in this Sphere. The PreIncarnation Sphere is in God’s jurisdiction alone and only selective Spirit Laws act in this mutable and
comfortable environment. This Sphere is not a hallowed environment but a Sphere that is only visible to
the Eternal Eye of the Soul, God. We have discussed at great lengths the reality of this Sphere because
we understand the importance of our beginning. This Sphere is part of our heritage and it is from my
and other Celestial spirits’ perceptions that we are able to ascertain an image of this Sphere from the
Father. It does not surprise us if a person does not believe us. The visibility of soul is near-next-tonothing in a human experience, so then why would one see the truth of what I convey?
Nonetheless, a mortal soul life needs to begin somewhere and has to begin somewhere and so, it might
as well be in a place caused into existence by its originator and nurtured and prepared for what will
become the secondary stage of Fusion, the beginning of a human life.
Do all attributes of soul exist in the Pre-Incarnation Sphere in one time at one place waiting for
incarnation? Has God caused into existence every attribute of soul that will ever incarnate and that will
become the whole history of humankind? All these questions that we ask about the advent of a human
soul and the environment it begins in, lead us to gather more information into this unique part of
universal creation. It would not surprise me in the least to know that God has caused every single
attribute of soul to exist prior to the first mortal personalities that commenced the human race. I know
for a fact because I reside here, that the entire mortal spirit world including the Celestial Heaven had
form, image, working and structure before the first mortal personality arrived here after the death of
their life wearing only their spirit body. If God can cause the entire mortal spirit world into existence
before a mortal personality has commenced living the first human life, then, to originate all attributes of
soul that exist in a Pre-Incarnation Sphere is an entirely possible thing for God to cause into existence.
Humans, mortals and Immortals simply don’t have the power or resource within our selves to cause such
universal and far-reaching realities into existence. This is why the Divine Love is such an integral part
of universal life, for it is the only substance and energy that we can individually experience that is part
of the universal originator, the Soul God. This may add a new aspect on why it is significant that one
may participate with the Divine Love! It is a given that people and spirits can experience – and do
experience – God in aspects of universal attributes though I must qualify that only with the Divine Love,
will a mortal soul experience the Soul, God.
The secondary stage of Fusion is simply defined by the incarnation of the finite attribute of soul to
acquire a spirit body and living attribute of personality, which commences the finite soul’s
individualisation of mortal life experience. This secondary stage is inclusive of the conception of a
human being. The entrance of a soul into the physical and material world is a dynamic fusion
culminating with various attributes forming the individual personality. To provide you with an image of
this dynamic, a specific Spirit Law acts to form the spirit body, another Spirit Law acts to exact the soul
into the spirit body and another Spirit Law specific to the adjuncts of mortal personality act to exact the
now forming personality to its position of the soul and the spirit body and the human brain. Also, the
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physical conception forms part of this fusion insofar as the fusion of genetic information from two
separate sources, a sperm and an egg. This is a simplified image though it is enough so that one may
gain a perspective on how these attributes culminate to form a human being ready for life, ready for the
afterlife and ready for the potential to experience the Immortal Love. There are physical conditions of a
voluntary and involuntary nature that form part of the physical being. The main thing is that the spirit
body is formed so that the expectation of a human life in terms of its age, will not compromise the now
formed personality to survive its creation.
The third stage of Fusion in a soul’s life is its transition into the First mortal natural spirit Sphere. This
stage is defined as the ending of the physical incarnation and the beginning of life in the spirit world.
The spirit body acquires the personality in all its attribute and specific Spirit Laws act in their assistance
as the physical body falls away from the spirit body and the spirit body takes over as the place and
environment that the attribute of soul and attributes of personality now reside and function in. This is an
act of fusion, for the personality being subject to a greater Law, is exacted to the attributes of the spirit
body complete with function and attribute and cognitive experience in the individual’s now spirit life.
The exacting nature of this Law ensures that no splintering or aspect of the personality is left behind or
lost in translation. This is really important for memory and other identifiable aspects and information
pertaining to a human life lived. If a human life passes into the mortal spirit world before the individual
has any cognitive functioning or capacity to be cognitive, this does not determine any other outcome to
the soul other than the personality continues to survive in the spirit body and continues to mature in the
First natural spirit Sphere.
This secondary stage is inclusive of each incarnated soul and of every human being for this forms the
natural soul system of individual personalisation of experience in natural love.
The fourth stage of Fusion involves the Divine Love. This can happen at any time during the natural
life experience of the individual. The fourth stage involving the Immortal Divine Love happens when
the Divine Love enters the attribute of the soul for the first time and the attribute of mortal soul is now
confirmed as living with the Immortality that this Divine Love provides. The Divine Love, having
entered the soul, fuses with the soul and the perfect causality of the Divine Love in its cause-effect
becomes part of the soul and can never be extracted from that soul nor can this process of Immortality
ever be reversed. There is simply not in existence, a Spirit Law that can reverse this fusion and this is
why the choice for Immortality is so unique for the individual to make.
Now that the individual has experienced the Immortal Fusion with the Divine Love in their soul, the
fifth stage of Fusion transpires when the individual progresses in their experience of Divine Love as it
transforms their natural love and the necessary changes happen that arrive within the soul condition of
the individual to be of Celestial soul quality. Any necessary compensation will have taken affect and the
human life or natural mortal life will be with sufficient harmony in the Divine Love to enter the Celestial
Heaven. One is now infused with their universal life and the awareness required, to live in the harmony
with God no longer illusive to the individual in a solely self-determined mortal life. Without the
infusion of the Divine Love in the soul, no Immortality can form in the soul and the soul remains in its
natural life experience to a greater or lesser degree of harmony in its condition of natural love.
All the way along these stages of fusion, experience – if it is progressive – infuses the personality with
more experience and this allows for more attribute of personality to become functioning and present
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within that individual. There is no greater example of this than when the nature of awareness becomes
active in the personality from a faith in Divine Love experience.
Stage six of Fusion truly demonstrates how the personality is infused with extended attributes of mindspirit function as the individual progresses from the Celestial Heaven and enters the Eternal Spheres.
The individual is infused with Love and Spirit that provides the personality to see the difference between
that which is Immortal with all that is Eternal. The individual always remains finite and is never infinite
in their condition of soul. The individual residing in the Eternal Spheres is now universally fused with
the Eternal experience of the First Source.
Stage seven of Fusion of individuality is the transition from the Eternal Spheres to the Spheres of
Paradise. Through the experience of Divine Love, one has gained their Immortality. They then may
progress through the Celestial Heaven, and then may gain an Eternal perspective on the nature of God,
as being universal and eternal. In the Spheres of Paradise the individual is now fully fledged in their
union with God and can travel around the entire soul Sphere that God is and resides in. The
confirmation and completion of all these stages of Fusion happens in the last Sphere of Paradise when
the individual can visibly see the image of all that was previously unseen, the Soul, the Eternal Soul and
First Source of the individual’s creation. Having seen the Eternal Father, the personality of the
individual is deemed as being, perfect and still in this perfection, one can gently ask for a drop of the
Immortal Love.
This concludes my message on Fusion. It is a potential to understand the vision that I have just written
and it is a true vision for the Divine Love reveals it so. The wonderful thing is to see how durable the
three natures are: the soul, the spirit body and the human personality and how these three components
form the destiny of each individual.
Thank you for taking my message.
Your Celestial friend,
Luke

Speed of light is 300,000 kilometres per second.
Distance from Earth to the Moon is 384,400 kilometres.
Time for light to reach the Moon from Earth
is 1.3 seconds.
Our thoughts travel faster than light!
Earth

Moon
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NATURE and STAGES of FUSION:

FATHER
Seventh stage of Fusion of individuality is the
MOTHER
transition from the Eternal Spheres towards
the Spheres of Paradise. The individual is now FIRST SOURCE
fully fledged in their union with God and can
SOURCE SOUL
travel around the entire soul Sphere that God is SOUL of GOD
and resides in.

Pre-Incarnational Sphere:
First stage of Fusion is
the separating of the
soul into two, each soul
half being complete on
their own.

Sixth stage of Fusion truly demonstrates how
the personality is infused with extended
attributes of mind-spirit function as the
individual progresses from the Celestial
Heaven and enters the Eternal Spheres.
Fifth stage of Fusion transpires when
their natural love changes and one’s
soul progresses to the condition to be
of Celestial soul quality, one enters
the Celestial Heaven.
Fourth stage of Fusion involves the Divine
Love. This can happen at any time during
the natural life experience of the
individual. Happens when the Immortal
Divine Love enters the attribute of the soul
for the first time, either when in the
physical body state or spirit body state.

Second stage of Fusion is simply
defined by the incarnation of
the finite attribute of the soul to
acquire a spirit body and living
attribute of personality, which
commences the finite soul’s
individualisation of mortal life
experience.
Physical body
Spirit body
Soul

Spirit body
Soul

Third stage of Fusion in a soul’s life
is its transition into the First mortal
natural spirit Sphere. This stage is
defined as the ending of the
physical incarnation and the
beginning of life in the spirit world.
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The DIVINE UNIVERSE:
183. I introduce the Eternal Spheres

20 December 2012

Hello, my name is Gustav. We have not written together before. My home when I lived on Earth,
would be seen as middle Europe, I lived many years ago. I have been asked to write on the Eternal
Spheres, where I now reside and I was only too glad to contribute to this work. Luke has sought me out
in the Eternal Spheres explaining this work and it is a pleasure to be asked. I very rarely visit the human
world, if at all any more, and so yes, your environment is new to me as I am new to you. Saleeba and
Luke detailed the progress of this work, the Father’s and the Master’s work, you are both doing and
involved with at this time. As you can see, I am good at communicating in this way with you even
though it is a new experience for me.
I first found the experience of the Divine Love, listening to the Master share the information that such an
Immortality present and a potential for the soul. I was in the Sixth Natural Sphere and upon seeing how
true he was I proceeded to follow on his good advice. I did as he did and we prayed to the First Source
and I felt the Love. This was a long time ago now, about the year 1500 AD. My experience in the Love
was rapid. This new awareness came to me with ease and I moved through the Divine Love Spheres
quickly. I then resided in the Celestial Heaven and I progressed through those Spheres quickly. I
continued in my receipt of the Love and progressed through the Spheres where I reached a boundary,
which signified the end of the Celestial Heaven. It is in this last Sphere that the Master resides, and
whilst I have not visited his residence, I am here to confirm that this is where he resides. I am also to
confirm that the reason why he has not left the Celestial Heaven to live in the Eternal Spheres although
he freely visits these Spheres, is due to his service to humankind and mortal souls who are living their
experience in Divine Love and who are yet to live in their experience of Divine Love. His service is to
make known the great gift for Immortality. If Jesus were to leave the Celestial Heaven, and never to
return to the mortal natural Spheres, this would present an immense loss for he alone personifies the
Immortal nature of the Divine Love, unlike any other, as he is so close with the Eternal Father.
The Eternal Spheres are vast in number but not so vast that they are endless for there is structure at all
universal experience and, moving through these Eternal Spheres one proceeds inwards toward the
Eternal Gravity Source of Love and Spirit, being the central Soul to us all, the Eternal One.
My time of living in the mortal spirit world came to an end when in my soul condition, I became of that
condition that enabled me to progress beyond the mortal spirit world, which comprises of the Celestial
Heaven. At present I have very little to do with humanity as a whole, though I did spend time when
progressing through the Celestial Heaven sharing and providing accounts of my Divine Love experience
with other individuals in the Natural Spheres. I have done this service to the fullest of my need for this
need was born out of a recognition that I am grateful to the Father for the Love, and as an act of love and
to show the Father my gratitude, I gave back so that others may become aware of the potential of
Immortality as I have done.
I am currently experiencing life as a universal citizen. In the Eternal Spheres we do actually meet with
other angelic personalities who of themselves, will never incarnate in a human life to acquire a
soul, spirit body and mortal personality. They are complete with personality upon the
commencement of their creation from the First Source and in a relative way, this act of personality
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creation symbolises how the First Parents (Aman and Amon) were made manifest when they first
appeared in their respective perfect natural form and image upon the face of the Earth. I have met them
and held discourses with them about their life. And every individual who resides in the Eternal Spheres
will meet with the First Parents as this provides the fulfilment insofar as knowing and being able to
identify, mortal origins.
One cannot enter the Eternal Spheres without a complete knowledge of mortality and Immortality. By
the time I moved into the First Eternal Sphere, my knowledge was as such, that I had accepted and
embraced what is known as, ‘the full mortal story involving mortal life with and without the Divine
Love’. As some of you are experiencing, this natural and Divine story has a long and involved narrative
and in part, this narrative from, its mortal and eternal beginnings, is still being written. The construct of
a visible and invisible natural and Divine Love, I don’t have to explain these workings. This you
already know as God’s Will being clearly identified in terms of a mortal and Immortal reality. God’s
Will is simply the culmination of all the attributes, many of which have been identified in this work,
which in their universal experience of function and identity, form the universal harmony and this
harmony best presents what God’s Will looks like and how it acts. Celestial spirits have previously
explained the workings of love and Divine Love to you both and you have both explained these
workings to other people throughout the years.
My senses in my spirit body are of such condition I can perceive and relate with the reality of an Eternal
existence from my finite standing. I have received so much of the Divine Love that my finite
personality is not overwhelmed by the existence of a universal Eternity and the way such experience
surrounds my finite being.
I must state that I am finite in the condition of my personality though I am Immortal in my condition.
However, I am not infinite nor will I ever be even though the Divine Love, as part of its nature, is
perceived as being a potential for Immortality, Eternal and infinite.
Real and true spirit structures exist in these Eternal Spheres. I am to convey to you – not in image only
– for the real substance of these Spheres is the increased visibility of the universal Father’s workings of
Love and Spirit. The visibility of the First Source is completely tangible and this infuses us with vitality
and energy.
The Celestial Heaven is the place where one prepares themselves for such an entrance into environments
that provide a more comprehensive vision of the First Source, revealed. I still receive Divine Love and
The Spirit still conveys this Love into my soul, as it first did when I was back in the Sixth natural
Sphere. This experience of the Love has never changed and never will, and does provide one with a
sense of the abundance and universal presence of The Spirit and The Divine Love.
In the Eternal Sphere, we are not preoccupied with the subjective nature of our own Immortal
transformation. This has been well and truly done. What we are occupied with is the visibility of The
Eternal One and intricate workings of universal life at their fundamental and primary principles of
visibility, experience and existence. We are much in the same way, to provide an example, like those
people who spend their life fascinated in their study of the physical nature of the planet Earth and its
visibility and as one learns more of this visibility, the more visible other aspects to this nature become
and this is awareness.
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By the time one advances into the Eternal Sphere, there is absolutely no doubt to the existence of the
First Source and one’s relationship of acceptance in the Divine Love from The Soul. My progression is
identified as being conclusive. The only time I spend in the Celestial Heaven now is to provide the
service of bringing another from the last Sphere of the Celestial Heaven through the entrance into the
First Eternal Sphere. This is part of my service and will continue to be so. I have been able to discuss
with Francesco that I will meet him and go with him when he advances into the Eternal Spheres. I have
had the chance to meet the beautiful souls who are collaborating with you in this work. I would also like
to say how much I have enjoyed meeting Saleeba, the Bright and Beautiful. I will stop writing now and
see you again soon.
Your new Eternal friend,
Gustav
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The DIVINE UNIVERSE:
185. Elias calls in

21 December 2012

I am here to add my voice and support to this work of Potential and Immortality. I am Elias and you
have received word from me before in a work previous to this work. It is a pleasure to see you both
(Nicholas and Zara) again, and that you have continued to follow the leadings of your love for the
Divine Love. There is no doubt that by being aware of the Divine Love places the natural soul system in
a visibility that provides true perspective on the finite limitations and workings of the natural love. As
you have learnt about the Divine Love experience, you have in fact perfected your understanding of the
natural love experience, and have been able to identify the various aspects that form the complete
harmony of these two Loves’ in a human experience.
Understanding the construct of natural love and Divine Love as they form a working that has harmony
as part of their natures, this has enabled you to understand how the mortal personality forms and how
this form continues. The Eternal Spheres extend from the Celestial Heaven. One could easily say that
the Eternal Spheres are still the Celestial Heaven, however we distinguish a difference between these
environments as this identifies a significant moment in an individual’s experience in The Love and The
Spirit of the First Source.
When one leaves the Celestial Heaven one has effectively formed a completion in their progression of
Immortality. The personality is ‘Immortally Perfect’ as the result from the Divine Love and the
individual has perfected their mortal nature understanding all that it is and all that it was to be mortal,
even when the Immortality of Divine Love now forms part of this mortality. You need the involvement
of the Divine Love in your life to understand all that it is to be human, all that it is to be mortal, and all
that it is now to be Immortal in one’s self with the Eternal Soul, God.
There needed to be progression and potential as part of universal experience otherwise there would be
little point, if any at all, for a human personality to commence its forming. This is the obvious reason
why the Divine Love does not form part of a soul’s natural love to begin with and why the mortal
personality is not Immortal to begin with. If the Divine Love formed part of a soul’s nature to begin
with, then any progression in natural love and the availability to make a progressive choice for
Immortality would be nullified and a human soul could be considered as perfect as it could ever become,
if the Divine Love formed part of its original creation.
Those of us who are with our soulmate companion progress together. It is not uncommon for
companions to move into the Eternal Spheres together. The First Eternal Sphere is slightly different
than the Last Celestial Sphere, though you do notice that any advancement through the Eternal Spheres
differs vastly than the initial Spheres of the Celestial Heaven.
The First Parents (Aman and Amon) reside in the First Eternal Sphere. They reside there, as part of
their service to the Eternal Spheres and it is not uncommon to see them. They are as advisors to all
those who commence their lives in these Eternal Spheres and they do visit the Spheres of the Celestial
Heaven regularly. It is quite nice to know that the Master resides in the Last Sphere of the Celestial
Heaven and the First Parents reside in the First Eternal Sphere.
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WE are INCARNATED with Natural Love, but not with Divine Love:
We are conceived with natural love, however, we are not endowed with anything of the Divine.
While we are without anything of the Divine, namely Divine Love, we can grow our natural love
attributes and progress to that of being the perfect man whose lodging is found in the 6th Sphere.
We do not have immortality without having received Divine Love.

Natural love radiance is
very different from that
which Divine Love brings.
The two loves complement
each other, bringing about
greater harmony.
When we become aware of the presence of Divine Love and subsequently ask for and then
receive the Divine Love, our soul steadily starts to change to that which is Divine and we achieve
immortality. This is the Immortal Choice that we can make whilst here in the physical or later in
the spirit world. Once we add Divine Love to our being, we continue then with the two loves, that
of the natural love and also that of Divine Love. As we continue and receive Divine Love, our
soul condition progresses so that we may eventually enter the Celestial Heaven, 8th sphere, should
we have engaged in the proves of Feeling Healing, and above, then progress further to enter the
Eternal Spheres, then the Infinite and Universal Spheres, and then further on towards the
Spheres of Paradise.

The Divine Love is a love available for the Human soul that, in its cause and effect, actually
perfects the personality together with one’s Feeling Healing process, as it progresses to a
greater experience of living in the determination of living in God’s Divine Universal harmony.
Every personality has the gift of freedom of self-determination to enjoy and extend through
life’s experiences and it is this gift of freedom and human nature that may prevent one from
participating in the freedom and gift of the Divine Love. The Divine Love, once being received
is added to one’s nature, having being formed on natural love.
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I know that this may sound so far-fetched and like a fantasy but it is oh so real and identifiable and to us,
it is as plain as day. To those who have had no experience of the Divine Love, or are as yet to form an
awareness of the existence of the Divine Love and its potential for the mortal soul, the idea of an
existing energy that can cause so much change in a soul such as the Divine Love does, may sound just as
far-fetching and unbelievably untrue.
It has been a pleasure to write a brief word with you and I thank Saleeba for asking me to participate in
this Immortal work.
Your friend,
Elias
186. More on the Eternal Spheres

22 December 2012

I have returned, am by your side to convey more on life in the Eternal Spheres. In the Eternal Sphere, I
am still very much part of the human race. We don’t become something different and nebulous in
appearance of existence. My spirit body remains finite and I am independently visible, still retaining
only harmonious memories of all the life I have lived. I never entertained the idea on Earth or in the
Sixth Natural Sphere that I would reincarnate and live another human life. I am with my soulmate
companion, Rainer, and we love each other very much. I was fortunate in that we met in the Sixth
Natural Sphere. Rainer was given her name because she was born in her place on Earth in the season
when it rained a lot. Rainer is from the Southern Hemisphere, and lived near the equator in what would
be Central America a long time ago. Her dialect differs to the name I have given, but for the purposes of
this work, her name is Rainer.
A perfect natural woman, and I, the perfect natural man, acquainted with each other in our perfect
natural love in the perfect Natural Sphere. Once I took to the Divine Love I then introduced Rainer to it,
and she independently followed my advice. One could not live without the other and so, we both
decided to progress to the Eternal Spheres as this was my objective upon my learning that such an
environment existed and the Divine Love could bring us there. There is no force or spirit that can
impede one’s experience in Divine Love other than one’s self. Like myself, Rainer did her service in the
Natural Spheres introducing individuals to the awareness of Divine Love and we often preformed this
service together.
I would like to state that Jesus could so very easily live in the Eternal Spheres. He alone in condition of
soul is closest to the First Source. Though for the reasons I have previously given, he resides in the
Celestial Heaven. He visits the Eternal Spheres frequently and teaches us much about the nature of the
First Source and Soul, God. He alone can travel right the way through these Eternal Spheres and he has
complete composure everywhere he is and he knows intimately more about the First Source than any
other Immortal mortal.
I am truly captivated by the First Source and I completely understand how Francesco feels as I am quite
like him in many ways, though he is so quiet and I more extroverted, and yes, there are Celestial spirits
and universal Eternal spirits who in their personality type, still retain the human experience of being
introverted or extroverted. There are some spirits who light the Heaven with their personality and others
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who are quiet achievers. The experience of Divine Love doesn’t make everyone like everyone else.
Even though The Love is the same love in its nature, the personality retains its unique status and
everyone, becomes their true individual.
The Eternal Spheres are enormous with a peace to them that personifies the presence of the First Source.
I am aware that there are seven (7) Eternal Spheres with the last Sphere a boundary of the Eternal
Spheres. Beyond this boundary of the Eternal Spheres, there are the known Spheres called The Spheres
of Paradise and these Spheres surround the Soul who is the First Source and centre of all universality. I
know that I can reside there with Rainer and so that is our objective. Rainer and I currently reside in the
Third Eternal Sphere. Apparently it will take quite some time for us to reach the Seventh Eternal Sphere
and this is time that we rejoice in. There is enough time for everything and this is realised as one
progresses in their understanding of the nature of The Eternal Truth. There are Immortal mortals in all
the Spheres. I know the First Parents, and have communicated with them quite often. It has been
necessary to communicate the existence of these far-reaching Spheres because it reveals how the nature
of personality can continue to form with its attribute of soul and spirit body to advance in Divine Love
to perceive, experience and live the vision of a union with The First Source. I know in the humdrum of
everyday human society, such knowledge and information may not mean much or have any real value in
the everydayness of a human life, but it has been necessary to fulfil the vision and experience on the
potential for a finite personality to see and know just what it, with the Divine Love, can do!
Lastly, I am aware, as we all are here, that we are communicating from a shared position of knowing the
vast identities of universal workings and we speak plainly and as a matter of fact, fact. To those who are
just learning and are on the precipice of this awareness of the Immortal knowledge, an experience of
Divine Love and reality of the First Source may seem difficult to grasp. In the fullness of this vision
most of us began our personalisation of the universal Father with just a true feeling from the Love
experienced.
I am glad to have shared this moment with you,
Eternally yours,
Gustav

LIVE FEELINGS FIRST
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The Divine Love completes the form of the human being.

Our soul is formed from the substance that is natural
love. When we earnestly and lovingly ask for Divine
Love, the Divine Love is added to our soul, thus we
steadily and progressively become complete in our being.
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The DIVINE UNIVERSE:
195. A truth on soul condition

26 December 2012

I would like to write a little more on the nature of personality. As we have conveyed to you, the
attribute that is the personality, is a durable attribute. We have introduced much on the nature of
attribute together in this work and in our work, Future Memory, which is now published and was written
after The Awareness of Divine Love Messages.
Personality is expressed throughout the human body in a physical life experience and this includes the
systems of the psyche. This is the unique aspect of personality expressed in a physical life that absorbs
the individual into their life and carries through into their spirit life. The full experience of being human
is seen in the way the personality is the culmination of all that is the nature of man, even though the
attribute of soul and spirit body is unseen in the human life. The personality is still expressed through
the systems of the human body. This does reveal to us how dynamic personality is in its comprised
attributes for so much of the personality remains unknown to the individual whilst the personality
continues to express its potential for expression through the physical being of the body. When you look
at people in the world, doing the things that they feel attracted to do, we can see how the personality is
relating through the physical body and how the personality is receiving information and experience
through the attribute of its physical body.
The spirit body, like the physical body, is durable in its nature. A spirit does exactly the same in the
spirit world as does a person in the human world. The personality is expressed through the human body
in the human world; here in the spirit world the personality is expressed through the spirit body. Here in
the personality Spheres in the spirit world, all one sees is the attribute of personality expressed through
the spirit body. The visible appearance and condition of the spirit body is seen exactly in accord with
the condition of the individual’s soul and this is about the only difference between the personality in the
physical body and the personality in the spirit body. This is about the only difference but what a
difference it is!
In a human life, one can You cannot
have a physical body where manufacture
involuntary conditions form your condition
part of its function, which in the spirit
places
conditions
that world – you
inhibit the capacity for look exactly as
aspects of the personality to you are, warts
express
beyond
these and all.
conditions. An individual
can have a beautiful mind
and be a beautiful soul and
mirror, mirror, on the wall…… ooops!
be kind and caring and yet
their physical body is in
poor condition. In the spirit world, the spirit body will simply be in accord to the condition of the soul
and not just the personality or environmental influences. Therefore, the personality acting and
expressing its attributes in the spirit body will only have the condition of the soul as its only condition.
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The personality must follow in this accord and can never be anything other in the way that personality
may desire to act.
The relationship between personality and the physical conditions of the human body reveal the diversity
of human life and can mask the actual condition of the soul. One can have the most beautiful physical
body and personality to a degree but their soul is in poor condition. The physical body is the only body
seen by people and so people cannot see the appearance of the spirit body to determine the actual
condition that one’s soul is in. In the spirit world we can see the appearance of the spirit body, which
reveals to us instantly the condition of one’s soul. The personality is unmasked in the spirit world and
the true condition of soul has its appearance in the spirit body. This explains why in a human life, there
is perceived so much deception, which adds to the drama of human relationships. In the spirit world,
any such deception does not exist and our relationships are formed completely and entirely on the
truthful terms of one’s true condition and attraction to harmony.
When one begins to experience the Divine Love in the spirit world, the changed soul condition is visible
in the appearance of the spirit body. The soul experiences the immediate influence of this Love and the
personality slowly begins to adjust in its changes to maintain the changes experienced in the systems of
the spirit body. When an individual begins to receive the Divine Love, the individual will not be able to
hide this fact that they are now experiencing the Immortal Love. In a human experience, one can
receive the Divine Love for many a long year and those around will never know that any Divine Love
has been received into that person’s soul. I know this for I did pray for the Divine Love in my human
life at the time I sat alongside James Padgett as he received his spirit communications so (1914 to 1923),
I have had a small experience of living with this awareness of the Divine Love which has helped in these
words I have conveyed to you this morning.
Your good friend,
Eugene
196. The Truth of the mortal spirit world

26 December 2012

I am here to affirm that Eugene wrote with you, also, to confirm that a spirit of themselves, cannot
manipulate the appearance of their spirit body that does not reflect their true condition of soul. No
matter what a spirit does, one cannot change their appearance without changing their soul condition
firstly. This be said the same for a progression in soul condition in the natural love or from the receipt
of Divine Love. Every single person in the spirit world is subject to the same principles in the workings
of these Spirit Laws that act on the accord of soul condition. Soul condition is the truth of the mortal
spirit world and every single appearance of each individual personality in their spirit body will reflect
this truth of Law in their living and in the working of this Law in the spirit world. There is no evasion
by a personality of this principle Spirit Law and the reason for its existence is to correlate personality
into its true harmony and condition of harmony that is then measured to the greater harmony existing in
all the Spheres.
Even though the natural spirits may not have as yet any experience of the existence and nature of their
soul, their spirit body infused with their personality will act in accord to the condition of their natural
love. Most natural spirits are unaware that the natural love forms the essence of their life and, they do
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not have a construct of language to define these workings that contrast a condition of soul in the natural
love and or with the Divine Love. The natural spirit in the perfection of their natural love has a good
appearance in their spirit body even though one will not be aware of the true nature of their soul and its
potential relationship with the personality and the spirit body experiencing the changes from being
infused with the Immortal Love.
Another great distinction between those who are living with the Divine Love and those who are yet to, is
that for us, we are aware of our soul to some extent and the fact that change of some Immortal nature has
transpired, and is taking place in our soul that has resulted in the changed conditions seen in the
appearance of our spirit body and our much improved happiness.
It has been a pleasure to catch up and to write with you again.
Egln
202. A Celestial Romance

26 December 2012

It is I Francesco and I would like to introduce my companion, Evalina. Evalina would like to say a few
words and we have now all been introduced.
Hello Nicholas and Zara, I am Evalina and this is quite exciting. I am so grateful that Saleeba
introduced me to Francesco, he is such a wise teacher and I am committed to him and his desire to learn
as much about the nature of the Eternal Soul, God, and how this nature relates with the mortal and
Immortal nature of man. I love seeing him work his spirit perceptions when trying to ascertain a more
complete understanding about the Originator of all mortal life. He is very quiet and this I like, and I
support him and encourage him in his studies, always asking him questions when he is not studying.
He loves me and he tells me so. I love him and I tell him so. I have been living with Divine Love for a
while though my soulmate is in the Natural Spheres and has declined to join me and by this I mean, he
has declined to join in the Immortal Love. Both our soulmates could change their position at any time
whilst the Divine Love is available, and we have the maturity in our companionship to understand this.
But the truth of it is, both of us needed companionship and there is no use of waiting for our soulmates
to change their position. This also shows that even though the Divine Love is available and the Eternal
Father knows everything there is to know in the time that will be all mortal life, the Father doesn’t force
or change a personality’s position. It required the Master to become aware of his life with the Father
and that in this relationship, there are two Loves that separate and unite. The separation occurs naturally
in the advent of natural and the union that unites this separation from the Soul, God, is the Immortal
Love.
It has been for Francesco and I, a wonderful experience to fall in love and develop true spirit feelings for
each other. This has made my life more complete and the same for Francesco, for this he tells me so.
We move about together and I go with him when he meets with other individuals to discuss their
subjective study that interests them so much. I am always asked for my thoughts when having listened
to their discussions. The masculine and the feminine are equal here as we respect the universal mortal
truth of individuality and its contribution toward the greater experience of Love and Spirit that generates
knowledge and includes the creativity and expression of us all.
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We do give each other hugs and even kisses and we show affection that enables our spirit-senses in our
spirit body to experience a form of real pleasure. We do not have physical bodies and so here in the
Celestial Heaven our personalities are no longer involved in the play of sexuality. The only sexuality
that exists is the fact that there is a distinct difference between the masculine and the feminine
appearance of the spirit body. This is in keeping with our human life and the gender that our soul
incarnates into and this continues as a truth right the way through our mortal and Immortal lives.
Simply because we are in our spirit bodies and have wonderful amounts of attributes of our personality
progressed and developed by the Divine Love, doesn’t mean that we loose our humanity and become
something other than our true Immortal mortality.
It has been a pleasure to meet you both and perhaps in the future find the time, that perfect time, to
communicate again.
With love and grace,
Evalina

We are endowed by our Parents with natural love, maybe we neglect this gift from time to time.
As we progress in time, we can add the greatest gift there is to our being, that is by asking for
and receiving Divine Love. Not only does the infusion of Divine Love, with one’s Feeling
Healing, repair our natural love attributes, we evolve into a joyous and loving person in all
respects. With the infusion of Divine Love, with the two loves, we become the complete being.
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The DIVINE UNIVERSE:
216. On the subject of religion

29 December 2012

No, I don’t perceive there will ever be a religion of Divine Love. You have asked, “Will there be a
religion of Divine Love”? A religion is a social idea and you need a system of belief, that when
followed, forms the religion. Here in the Celestial Heaven we do not live by a system of belief so
therefore, we do not conform to a religion or to any man-made system of belief. The structure that we
live is provided by the way the Divine Love is, when living in our soul and spirit body. The related
structures external to us allow for this way of living a life. Our love with the Divine Love provides us
with all that we need so, we don’t need to form systems of belief that we then live independently by.
The closest thing to a religious experience is the experience of faith though this faith is more of an
individual faith and not a social faith set to a particular mortal system of belief. A faith in Divine Love
is a progressive experience and one that has change to its very nature and so, humans and spirits cannot
form conditional ceilings that will block or impede another’s progress for the individual learns that the
availability of Divine Love is an Eternal resource for living. As I have observed, once an individual
decides to accept the Love and a progression commenced, belief systems are changed because people
and spirits are no longer in need of these previously held beliefs and structures. Gradually the influence
of the Love changes the condition of the soul and in faith, the reality of God becomes clearer.
There will be nothing in these works that will be given from a religious stand point of view so this only
stands to reason that no formal religion would be established from these works. If these works are
received in their true light, then one will ascertain that these works exemplify a common universality
from which one can derive their own interpretation of their experiences. I do know that people like
religions and that these faiths have formed part of the history of man, and the social fabric in the
diversity of human faith belief and spirituality, from which I might add, many spirits here, who are now
living with the Divine Love once lived their lives and beliefs in.
An individual faith experience is a universal freedom much in the way and likeness that the Divine Love
is a universal freedom. And, although in this freedom there are immutable workings at least with a faith
experience in the natural and the Divine Love, one is always with choices.
This is an interesting subject to write on and I hope that I have been able to add to this conversation.
Your Celestial friend,
Priscilla
217. Each day, a little more comfortable

29 December 2012

Last night was a wonderful experience. I am feeling much more comfortable in my spirit body. I have
had much help adjusting to this new condition that my personality is now in. I am continuously amazed
at the faculties of the spirit body and how they have taken over from my once living physical body. My
identity, memories and general information from my human experiences have survived this transition of
my personality from my physical body to the now fully aspected and functioning spirit body. I needed
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to be educated about how my spirit body functioned as nearly all individuals do, so I have gathered. We
make only one transition from the human life to the spirit life. So much happens without our making it
happen, truly the unseen helping hand of the Father has catered for this transition of personality. There
are individuals here who know how this transition works in its entirety. So important is this time of
transition that these loving souls help us to adjust and introduce us to our new way of living.
That is all I can say at this moment.
Sincerely,
A Divine friend
221. We meet Egln’s friend

31 December 2012

Hello. I arrived with Egln; I am a friend of his, my name is Sarah. We have known each other a long
time, living close by to each other in the Sphere we reside in. As you know, we are not soulmates,
though we do spend much time together. I am happy in the Divine Love spending much time along side
Egln as he helps those who are advancing through the Spheres toward the Celestial Heaven. Although
he hasn’t told you that he does this, he does and does it so well. He prefers to work with those who are
already aware of the Divine Love and I believe he has told you that he spends little time in the Natural
Spheres. It is a dynamic time when one is moving through the transitional change of their natural into
the Immortal, and Egln finds it satisfying helping a person understand their experience as they make
their way through the Spheres to the entrance to the Celestial Heaven. Egln is a teacher of the workings
of the Love though he rarely admits to this, as he is not one to tell all about himself too much.
A spirit cannot teach a truth until they have lived it themselves. We never forecast truth unless it forms
part of the Divine progression and this potential. This is so, because we know for we can see, that there
are those beyond ourselves who are in more advanced rapport in their soul condition with the First
Source, and so, we teach from what we live and know, rather than from what we think we know about
the future.
We all speculate on the nature of the First Source, for this expands our internal vision and helps prime
the condition of our soul so that we know that there is a future for us to transform into. I would like to
say that the Divine Love in its nature, has no mortal context of past, present or future time in it to form
an image of time in the Divine Love. The Love is Eternal and exists as this image of the Eternal
Present.
Well, I have said enough in our first meeting, and I am glad that I have been introduced to you and
hopefully we will meet and write again. I would like to be the companion of Egln as we progress
through the Spheres of the Celestial Heaven to the Eternal Spheres. I am without my soulmate, he
refuses to shift from his social condition in the Fourth Natural Sphere; had to let him go, as some of us
have to do. These are sad moments but as we know, it is an individual choice to embrace the Immortal
Love and Spirit of Truth in the Love of the Father.
Sincerely,
Sarah
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222. No spirit is an island

31 December 2012

It has been necessary, as part of this work, to convey a little of our relationships. In this way one may be
able to relate with the continuity of life here and the expressed need for companionship.
Companionship embellishes our love and enhances our capacity to relate our experience of the Love
with one another. Also, relationships form part of the Celestial humanity and everyone relates to
relationships. Celestial citizens do not live like islands of isolation in the great Eternal Sea of universal
life love and spirit.
I am glad you met Sarah. This has been a delightful morning.
Your Celestial friend,
Saleeba
229. A drop of Divine Love goes a long way

10 January 2013

Hello, my name is David. I have been a spirit many years and I am living with the Divine Love. I have
observed over the years of your experience, that having introduced the Divine Love to people who in
their life experience are unaware of the spirit communications that you call ‘The Padgett Messages’
have been able to experience for themselves, the inflowing of this Divine Love and to feel a little of this
presence of the Immortal Love in their heart and soul. I have also observed and seen how little of the
Immortal Truths you have provided that may push a person away from the actual simple experience of
receiving and experiencing this wonderful Love. By creating an awareness of this Love firstly, and
relating this Love as a soulful experience, a diverse range of people irrespective of their beliefs, have felt
comfortable to approach The Soul, God, and to experience the Love for their first time. I see that you
have simply introduced people to the Divine Love. This is what we do here and individuals benefit
greatly when realising that one can in their approach, begin with such a nurturing step. A faith
experience in the Divine Love works well for people. Here in the First Divine Love Sphere, one still
experiences faith though with the sight of those who are already living their experience of Divine Love,
confirms all that we are introducing. It is true that a drop of Divine Love goes a long way.
Thank you for receiving my words. It has been a pleasure to write with you this morning on the way the
Divine Love can be so easily introduced and experienced.
David
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The radiance of a soul in good
condition is reflected through the spirit
body.
A soul in poor condition has very little
energy and subsequently is lacking in
radiance. The size of the entity is also
diminished.
We radiate our own light. Not only
when a soul in poor condition is
lacking luminosity and energy, its
capacity to travel is also significantly
diminished, as is its physical size.

POOR SOUL CONDITION is DARKNESS:
Using Kirlian photography, this is an auric photo showing an
individual who is a drug addict… notice no connection with
God, our Heavenly Parents.
Such soul condition is reflective of the man-made emotions such
as apathy, despair, depression, hatred, loathing, etc.
Even when such a personality is in an environment of bright
light and vibrancy, such a personality can still only see and
perceive darkness.
It is this darkness of soul that fits the person for an
environment that is only of darkness. The locations to which
they arrive are of perpetual darkness and miserable
environments until they, through their own endeavours, grow
in love. This can take centuries, or they can embrace the great
gift from our Heavenly Parents and ask for the Divine Love.
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The DIVINE UNIVERSE:
231. A testimony of love

10 January 2013

God is the most loving Soul in the universe. Even when we cannot find it within our self to love one’s
self, God is, loving us. I found this out when I eventually gave myself up and accepted the Divine Love.
I lived a spirit life in the isolation of fear because I, through my own actions of my human life put
myself here. I was a complete disaster. I couldn’t help myself because I didn’t want to know about
myself because of my wasted human life. I didn’t leave the human world in a better place for others
than when I arrived to live my life. I was selfish and self-centred and couldn’t give a rat’s ass about
anyone or anything. I had little respect for people or the natural world let alone myself, and basically I
was a mean person. When I died and became a spirit, I lived in isolation in my smallness and how I
lived is hardly describable because my condition was so small and poor. I, like so many before me,
like so many as me, and like so many after me will end up like I was: an unlovable lost soul. But then
after a long time, when I was in my inconsolable place a spirit came to me, and introduced a way for me
to save myself which I rejected at first because I was so wretched with myself.
Then the same spirit returned – in what you would understand as several days later – and even though I
could hardly look at this wonderful image of love and image before me, this spirit told me how I could
help myself. The thing that caught my eye and attention is that this time this spirit did not leave and
stayed with me and guided me to ask for love and so began my journey on the long and difficult way to
recovery. I had no idea about the Divine Love but I followed the advice of the spirit realising that in all
my days in my small dark place, nothing brighter than myself had ever approached me. I was well and
truly lost to the ends of the spirit world. The belief held on Earth is that hell is a fiery place. Believe me
when I say, it is not. It is the darkest and loneliest place a personality can live. Though I have since
learnt, that God the Great Lover has with universal wisdom, provided such Spheres to exist so that
people like myself who are so out of harmony are not annihilated upon our entrance into the spirit world.
Our personality survives and each is given every chance to return to love.
The spirit helped me turn my disbelief into faith and gradually my faith started to grow as the Divine
Love entered my soul. The spirit guided me through those long days of my compensation. And then
suddenly, I could see and do more! This spirit took me to the First Natural Sphere and then to the First
Divine Love Sphere where I have stayed until my compensation fully fulfilled. My effort to change and
to involve the Divine Love brought me to the living again, and now I am a champion of God! I went
from one extreme to another. I now help those back in the dark Spheres the same way I was once helped
by that most lovely spirit. The spirit who guided me was a humble person.
As my days continue, I find a certain irony in the fact that I was such a hopeless case, and yet I managed
to accept the Divine Love and find my place with God in these Divine Love Spheres. And on my travels
through the natural spirit world, I see so many who in their social comfort think me stupid in the way
that I share my experience about this most wonderful Love.
I am so happy to write my testimony to the Love here, and it is the most beautiful Love in all the worlds!
Respectfully,
Toby Johns
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SELF CENTRED ACTIONS and AGGRESSION HAS CONSEQUENCES:
Any action that causes harm to one’s self, or
to another, degrades your soul condition.
Your soul being your real self.

We may have a big powerful physical body, but our real strength is the condition of our
soul. Should we assert our unloving nature and desires, then our soul’s radiance and
energy is progressively degraded. This can extend to the point where our soul’s radiance is
nothing more than that of a dried up darkened garden pea.
Our soul condition is reflected through our spirit body for
all to see. Upon entering the spirit world, into the 1st
sphere, a healthy loving soul will be reflecting out through
a spirit body the same size as that of the personality who
has just separated from their physical body.
A degraded soul results in a significant diminishment of
the size of the spirit body. The poorer the condition the
smaller the spirit body – significantly smaller. Further,
there is little to no radiance, therefore, little to no light.
There is greatly diminished capability in all aspects of
spirit life and a great loss of the capability to move about.
In this condition, one is isolated into a very lonely dark
environment to begin the long process of recovery and
development of love for one’s self and for all those around
them.
One is always being loved, and help is
always available, one just has to learn to
accept this offer of love.
One can always recover and grow in love
from what ever condition they may find
themselves in.
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1st SPHERE ASPECTS:
Summerland, etc, nurseries

Summerland, etc, are within
the highest planes of the 1st
Mansion World / sphere.
There are 1,000s of plains in the 1st sphere.

Ambience of mid range plains
of the 1st sphere is where the
majority of humanity pass into.
2 Planes of Disharmony / Earth:

The hells are unimaginable places of darkness.
Consider you are stuck at the end of the deepest
longest mine ever, on your own, without any lights!

Summerland, etc., are
beautiful regions of 1st sphere.
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The DIVINE UNIVERSE:
232. Margarita shares her experience

11 January 2013

Hello, my name is Margarita. I lived in Spain when I was alive and I was a mother with beautiful
children and a wonderful husband. I had many grandchildren and I lived a long and gorgeous life. I was
wealthy and never struggled, with each day being as perfect as the sun shining over the sea, the sea view
that I would look out upon each day of my life. I died from natural causes at a ripe old age, content. I
had a great natural love and believed in God and Jesus though never in a religious manner; I simply
knew that they were true. When I passed over into the spirit world this was just the next step in life. I
accepted my time for my life fulfilled, in the physical living in every way. I am filled with such happy
wonderful memories of my life. I was a passionate person, a beautiful woman and a day never went by
without something wonderful happening, even if that wonderful is sitting quietly by the window late in
the afternoon and falling to sleep with the sound of the sea ever-so-close. I was never sick and all in all,
my life was a gracious gift.
After a short time in the First Sphere I found out about Jesus by seeing him speak about love and the
Divine Love. I could feel such warmth and love in his presence that I opened my spirit-heart to God and
followed in the words of Jesus to pray to God for the inflowing and my soulful blessing of this Love. I
felt this Love immediately. For me, experiencing the Love was just about being open toward the Source
of this Love. To me, life, human or spirit, is solely and purely about love. That’s it – pure and simple. I
had no compensation to speak of, because of the way I lived my natural life and my soul condition was
perfect and required no further adjustment. I embraced God and the teachings of the living Jesus, for I
felt the immediate effect of the Love embracing my soul without any trouble at all on my behalf. I
ascended through the Divine Love Spheres as if my soul had formed angelic wings and now I live in the
Celestial Heaven where I am happy, and happy I have always been. I am waiting for my husband who I
know is my true soulmate for this has been revealed to me as part of the truth that the Divine Love has
enabled me to see. Love is real and true to me and I live only for the experience of love and all harmony
to its way.
A big kiss on your hearts from me,
Your loving friend,
Margarita
234. Angelo

11 January 2013

I have all the time in the universe and this is quite so. I am in no hurry; I can take my time to enjoy my
life. I never have need of worry nor do I ever feel insecure. I never feel sad and I live entirely without
fear of anything or from anyone or thing. I am immersed in the magnificence of Divine Love. I live
knowing God loves me and I adore God. I know the truth that God is The Soul who can love and teach
us all about the meaning of happiness. I asked for the Divine Love and now I know the truth. This is
not my truth, it is the universal truth that forms part of my awareness that the Divine Love that I have
experienced is the same Divine Love that many other individuals have experienced and so, my truth
lives in the universal truth of the Divine Love.
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This is all I needed, truly ever needed to know. I am like so many other people: unknown and quite shy.
There was nothing ever special about me, or my human life. I worked in a fruit and vegetable shop in
the markets in the city Venice in which I lived in Italy. I liked football and did my job the whole of my
life as my father did before me, and my grandfather before my father. I lived a slow life, a life in the
slow lane. I only heard about the Truth a short while ago and in the economy of words – as I never said
much myself – it took only a few words from the Master’s voice for me to know what to do. I never
interrupted or asked any questions when the Master spoke to a small group of us. He simply loved us
and took such care in the way that he respected us individually. He spoke to me as if I mattered, though
I was an unknown person to him. He said that the Father knows all souls and that all souls matter to the
Father. I did as he said and my feelings opened to the Soul God, and I felt the Love immediately. I
didn’t need anything else to confirm what I had just experienced. I live in the Seventh Divine Love
Sphere and will soon become a resident in the Celestial Heaven. From the vegetable shop in Venice to
the Celestial Heaven in the spirit world! For a simple fellow truly if this doesn’t explain how universal
the Divine Love is, nothing ever will!
Thank you for receiving my word,
Angelo
235. Shirley

11 January 2013

Life in the spirit world really is an extension of human life. There is nothing to be afraid of or to fear.
We are as personality, and we are made for spirit living. I know that from a human’s perspective this
may be hard to see, but everyone who has ever lived a human life now lives somewhere here, in this
huge magnificent spirit world! I really like the way you both (Zara and Nicholas) understand this; that
the humanity that experiences life on Earth and the humanity that resides here in the entire spirit world,
all together forms the one true humanity that God has formed, though we live in different environments.
You really understand this.
I live in the Immortal Divine Love as you both do and which you both know forms part of the potential
for the human experience. When you listen to me it sounds like I am a visionary yet, when I lived my
life I was a sales person in the clothing industry. Well, this just goes to show how universal the nature
of Divine Love is! I don’t know much about this universal nature as I am learning this. It is a new
perfection to put on and I know this Love is very good for me, fits me like a perfect suit. I have not been
here long, having crossed over from the north of England. I am now in the Third Divine Love Sphere, a
huge place that I have not travelled entirely through. I still like colour, size and fashion and I must say
that the Celestial people are very well presented!
With love,
Shirley or Shirls, as I am known by
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SOUL, SPIRIT BODY and PERSONALITY remain TOGETHER – FOREVER!
Ascension Pathway:
Natural love
and
Divine Love
are as two
loves.

Spheres of Paradise
Infinite & Universal Spheres

FATHER
MOTHER
SOURCE SOUL

Eternal Spheres
Celestial Heavens

Soul,
Spirit Body,
Personality
stay together.

Divine Love Spheres

Natural Love Spheres

either or
Soul and Spirit Body enters mortal Spheres
Conception and Incarnation
Soul half leaves pre-incarnation Sphere

Our soul remains for ever attached to the spirit body and the
personality, these two being created at the time of conception /
incarnation. As our soul is imbedded within the spirit body and
both having this unique personality, it is impossible to go through
the incarnation process again. We never reincarnate.
We are born with natural love, until we ask for and receive
Divine Love there is nothing of the Divine within us.
When we add Divine Love to our being, only then do we become
a complete being. Without Divine Love and Feeling Healing, we
are finite, in as much as that while we continue in only our
natural love we can only become the perfect man and that
restricts our progression to the limits of the 6th natural sphere
being the mortal domain of man.

At the time of the fertilisation of the egg, should conception be viable, then the soul, being
a tiny invisible spark, is attracted from the pre-incarnational sphere, and the forming of
the personality and spirit body occurs, conception and incarnation coincide. The soul
finds its home within the forming spirit body, and the spirit body is the template for the
forming physical body, the personality is forming within all three elements.
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The DIVINE UNIVERSE:
236. Dave

11 January 2013

The Divine Love Spheres and Celestial Heavens are filled with common ordinary people. Simply
because we all love the Soul God, and live in the Immortal nature of Divine Love doesn’t place us on
any pedestal or imply that anyone of us suddenly becomes famous and a legend to our own lives.
Humanity is made up of so many who live their life in the social living: the individual, unknown to the
masses. You know this therefore it is the same Love the Divine Love, which each one of us experiences
in our soulful independence. To touch the spirit world is to recognise that it is all still about people, it is
just a different environment because of the spirit body compared to living with a physical body. That’s
about it. You can experience the Divine Love there as you do, and I experience the Divine Love here as
I do. If you try to explore and define the human spirit world, without ever knowing the experience of
the Divine Love, you will never truly understand the true nature of these environments that form this
mortal and Immortal human spirit world. You also need to know about the Soul God, and how the
personality relates with the spirit body and the attribute of the soul. The bottom line is, you need to
know about the living of Love. Love explains everything you need to know about everyone and
everything including God and that is why God has provided the perfect Love, the Divine Love, for us to
learn about God.
There are many of us present as you receive these words of love. I am a happy person living in the Love
and lived in the country, though I was from Western Australia. I am in the Fifth Divine Love Sphere
making slow progress. I was in my early thirties when I passed over and how I died is not important,
what is important is how I lived and I didn’t do this very well. I took too much for granted. I am living
well now so I am far happier.
A new Celestial friend,
Dave
241. Carla

12 January 2013

Hello, my name is Carla. My arrival into the spirit world began when I was an infant. I had only been
alive for 2 days; my life happened in the ‘70’s. I have lived nearly the whole of my life without a
physical body. I have the appearance of a woman around the age of 30 years and this I have settled on.
My appearance will change as I continue to receive the Divine Love, as the spirit body is changed
because the soul changes its condition. There are many of us, as you know, who grow up in the First
Natural Sphere and this is the only life we know. I was raised by what you would call as nuns or sisters
of God and they truly are for their souls are overflowing with Divine Love. They nurtured my little
spirit body and God’s Spirit energy matured my spirit body so I continued to grow as if a healthy
physical body grows with all the nurturing care and love given to it. You can easily tell the difference
between those of us who have lived a life on Earth with those of us who have lived their entire life in the
spirit world. We are so completely adjusted that in one way, we are fortunate for we see so many who
struggle in this new environment to begin with. I have helped many individuals adjust from their human
life to their spirit life. I would have grown up in the country known as Denmark. I was taught English
and so English became my natural language, however my ability to communicate using only my soul-
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spirit perceptions is extremely advance compared with those people who have lived their life on Earth.
My personality formed in my spirit body although my physical body did its job in making my soul able
to incarnate and my spirit body to form, so that even though I was a little baby girl without much life
experience at all – to say the least – I was individualised. This should be enough to give another a
perspective on this fact and often, sad reality on the nature of human mortality. I am highly intelligent
and this is so because my spirit body systems have had to mature so that my personality could fully
form. If one truly understood this, then one would never doubt the existence of God for, only God can
cause such energy to mature an individual when a physical life hasn’t eventuated to its fullest
expression. For me, accepting the Divine Love was the easiest thing to do. Am I sad that I missed out
on a human life? I was at first when I was old enough to see what I had missed out on, but then there is
so much love here that this sadness was short-lived. I have seen my parents though they have not met
me. They are still living on the Earth and I have only visited them once to quietly thank them for my
life. God’s Love and Spirit exceeds and includes everything human and spirit and my life is living proof
of this. Even my natural love is an attribute of God’s love and God’s Divine Love is the substance that
completes and perfects and provides the Immortality to this natural love.
Thank you for receiving my message and it is good to know that I along with the other individuals
haven’t had to convince you that our communications with you are true. The feeling with Divine Love
speaks for itself and I am to declare that the First Source, God the Soul, is the centre of our attention and
that the Divine Love enables us to love God in our independence as God’s loving us.
Carla
Soul within
spirit body
prior to receiving
Divine Love.

Divine Love being received
from The Spirit, covering the
spirit body of the requesting
personality.

Divine Love having been
assimilated within one’s soul,
now being reflected through the
radiance of the spirit body.
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Feelings First Spirituality
The New Way
Feelings First
FF
Feeling Free
The New Way, Feelings First Spirituality
Learn to live with God through your Feelings
Accept, express and long for the truth of your feelings
Be free in your feelings
Free your feelings from your mind’s control
Live true to your feelings; your feelings are your true self
Live true to yourself through your feelings

LOVE
TRUTH
LIFE

Live true to yourself by living true to your feelings.
Long for the truth of your feelings.
Accept / Express / Bring out ALL of your good, and most importantly,
BAD feelings.
Want to understand why you’re feeling them.
Use your surface feelings to take you deeper into your repressed and
hidden feelings.

LOVE
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The Feeling Way is the True Way.
Your feelings are your spiritual guide.
Your feelings will take you to God.

TRUTH

Your feelings will show you the truth of your relationships, including
your relationship with God; and if anything is wrong, untrue and
unloving, then why it is.
Our feelings are sacrosanct and we should respect them accordingly. And we should NEVER block
them out, ignore, override, banish, deny or reject them, because if we do, we’re only doing that to
ourselves, as Our Feelings Are Our Self.
Our feelings are the gateway to our soul. Our feelings are the closest we can get to our soul. Knowing
the truth of our feelings is knowing the truth of our soul, and knowing the truth of God.

Feelings First Spirituality is the True path for humanity.
It embraces all people.
It completely unifies the world.
Everyone can relate to everyone else through their feelings.
And we can all live the truth that comes from our feelings, all sharing
the same truths as we express and have the same feelings.
No one need be left out; no one is more special than anyone else – we
are all united in Truth through our feelings.
So with and through our truth we live our lives, therefore without the need of any man-made mind-laws,
rules and restrictions that limit self-expression as inspired by our feelings.

LIFE

The New Way, Feelings First Spirituality is what is to replace all man-made, mind-contrived religions
that so many people have enslaved themselves to. The New Way, Feelings First Spirituality will set us
free of all that control, ending the Rebellion and Default within ourselves as we do our Feeling-Healing,
and ending such control and spiritual stagnation in the world.
Bring on the End Times – get it over and done with! Let’s all see that Jesus is not going to come again,
that Prophecy has failed all the mind-controlled platforms. Allow such false systems of belief to die
their long-awaited natural death, they’ve overstayed their welcome, it’s now time they fade away. So let
us show such antiquated, erroneous systems of belief the exit and bring on the fresh liberation of
discovering the truth of how we are to live for ourselves, each of us personally in our lives, and all by
looking to our own feelings for it. Self-revelation through our feelings is the way to go.
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The Way of the Mind is ending, and is really the End Times – the End of our mind control, and it’s
about time! With the Way of our Feelings replacing it.
The End Times means the end and therefore a New Beginning. And that new beginning is a whole new
Spiritual Age – an age based on self-revelation of truth through one’s feelings, coupled with and
supported by higher revelations from the Celestial spirits, angels and nature spirits.

The Feelings First Spirituality is the True Way to God because it helps you get to know God, helping
you to reach out, connect and be personal with God, and do God’s Will, all through your feelings. It is
the only true way of getting to know the God of Feelings – our beloved Heavenly Mother and Father, the
Great Soul of Divine Love.

Love comes through our feelings and not our mind, as we’ve all been wrongly led to believe.

Feelings First; then comes The Truth; then comes Love.
LOVE is the Religion of Feelings, being:

Feelings First Spirituality, The New Way
Great
U-Turn
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The DIVINE UNIVERSE:
251. Learning to tell the time

15 January 2013

I was brought here to communicate with you by one of my relatives who knows of these
communications at this time and thought I might be interested to see what was going on. The Bright
One, Saleeba who is very beautiful and personifies living with the Divine Love, asked if I would like to
share a little of my experience and so I humbly accepted. I was never a public speaker and this takes the
cake! Saleeba said to me to just direct my words as a normal conversation toward you and that your
inner sense acting like an inner ear would pick-up my words and thoughts to which then you will write
them down as I can see that this is what you are doing. My thoughts are not moving your pen as you can
receive my words as if you are listening to the words of a musical song. This has been most interesting
and I will benefit from this experience. I could not have written with you if my relative hadn’t brought
me here because I would never have found you, as I don’t know the place in the world that you live. I
had heard of the city but not the suburb you are in. Simply because I am here in this environment
doesn’t mean I know every address on Earth. There are directions here for every location so that people
can find their loved ones on Earth as people travel around. For instance if a medium in one country is
going to receive a message for a person who has travelled to that country, then any relatives in the spirit
world will need directions so that they may travel to the medium! It is so practical here it boggles the
mind. There is order and from what I have seen, everything moves in a harmony that is far more logical
than what the human mind can create. The whole thing is quite remarkable as far as I can tell.
I have no sense of poverty or starvation here, ill health or disease. There is no litter here or rubbish to
speak of. I am told that these earthly human social aspects of the human drama form only the social part
of human life on Earth and do not form any part of existence here. I suspect that this is due to the fact
that here we are without a physical presence of the body and as far as I can tell, there is no monetary
social economy as the principle and determined way for living. The whole idea of war and nuclear
weapons is utterly ridiculous when you see everyone here living in harmony. Everyone that I have seen
is in their spirit body and no one that I have met is in possession or ownership of any of the objects
formed from Spirit material. There is no public transport for people can move around at all different
rates of speed depending upon their soul condition. The more in harmony you are the faster you can
move and the further you can go. The less in harmony you are, the slower you move and the more
restricted in movement you are. I do wonder what everyone does to fill in their time here in these
Natural Spheres, but then I have been told that most in their natural personality have their memories and
that they socialise keeping abreast of human events and experiences and that before long hundreds or
even thousands of years have passed.
Saleeba told me that she had been in a Natural Sphere for a very long time before she received the
Divine Love. My relative has told me that when my spirit-mind develops part of my mind will be able
to absorb the experience of spirit-time. I can still only relate with seconds, hours, weeks, months and
years. It seems that as one develops, so too does the attribute that can conceive a reality to the universal
nature of Spirit-time experience. I also gather that this is why it is so difficult for a soul and spirit-mind
to gain a perspective on the Divine Love as an experience of time until one has their attributes of the
spirit-mind sufficiently developed so that one can quite literally read the time of the Divine Love.
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This also means that an experience of God for most, who have yet to experience the Divine Love, is an
experience of timelessness, which can easily form an image of God as being anything other than solid. I
am aware that the Divine Love exists without time, however in this timelessness, our soul perception
will gain an idea of the solid form of the substance that the Divine Love is. I find this most intriguing.
Until the attribute in the spirit-mind is sufficiently progressed and developed by the Divine Love, one
will not be able to tell the universal time of Love and Spirit. We all know what it is like living as a
person in the world of seconds, minutes and hours and, we develop an ability to know and read the time.
These constructs help us identify experience so when I once said, “I will be there in an hour or I will see
you tomorrow or I will be there in a few moments” we know what this means. When one says open
your heart and ask for the Divine Love, then what time is that? Without any experience of time in a
Divine Love beginning, we have to be mindful and patient to allow the Love to take effect in our spirit
systems so that we can develop our sense of time which then helps one to provide a context to the way
one can relate with God’s Divine Love and the structures of Spirit in their workings that surround us.
Another thing I have observed in my short time here is that the spirit body has to it, its own appearance.
I looked similar when I first became aware that I had survived death, but now I am slowly appearing
younger. Also the skin colours that are part of the colourful world of mankind are not visible here.
There is no sun to speak of that shines in the sky to speak of. There are no physical bodies or sexual
attributes. Our environment is completely different than the environment of Earth and all this happens
without our need for evolution here. The spirit body seems to come under different Laws that take their
effect. There is no racism as far as I have seen, and everyone is directly related in their true appearance
to the condition of their soul irrespective of the memories that they have. Personality is the way here
and this is wonderful! For even in the social living there is this acceptance that everyone respects
everyone else. I am told that this is because we are all living after the physical boundary of death, and
death brings closure to so much energy that keeps the human living, with all the human dramas of
separation, judgement and fears that we know to exist. Survival here has been arranged by God and
whether one is aware of this or not, everyone is subject to this arrangement because the attribute of soul
exists and this is the truth by which every single personality is measured by with the Immutable Spirit
Laws that assist in the harmony of our living.
I can see that there are many learning to live with Divine Love and this is an interest that I myself am
now engaged in. I am looking forward seeing how I progress. These have been some observations that
I have made but sometimes when one is in a new location, the input awakens us and we see quite a lot
compared to the weight of living in one place for a very long period of time which can make wonderful
things become normal and then unseen. I hope this helps and this has been a good experience.
Thank you
With kind regard,
J. Mackintosh
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SOURCE SOUL, our HEAVENLY
PARENTS, have any number of spirit
instruments assisting at any time.

Holy Spirit
‘Divine Love’

Spirit of Truth
Truth also conveyed
through your Indwelling
Spirit

SOURCE
SOUL

Holy
Spirit

Divine Love is conveyed
on request to your spirit
body and absorbed
through to the soul,
resulting in the ambiance
of the spirit body growing.
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INDWELLING SPIRIT, THOUGHT ADJUSTER,
MYSTERY MONITOR (all being the same):
The external elements, instruments of the Father, do
not form attributes of our own soul upon its initial
creation by our Heavenly Parents, these are the Spirit
of Truth, the Indwelling Spirit, and Divine Love.
The Holy Spirit, conveys Divine
Love to your soul should you
earnestly and lovingly ask for it.
This is the only function of the
Holy Spirit – Acting Spirit.
The Indwelling Spirit becomes
present when we are around the
age of six. This means that the
unseen helper of the Father and
Mother – the Indwelling Spirit –
can always interact with the
mortal soul and to be of service so
that eventually the leadings from
the Spirit may be the catalyst for
that soul to seek our Parents.
The Indwelling Spirit reveals
intrinsic workings of Father
and Mother to your soul.
The Indwelling Spirit
functions in much the
same way as the Holy
Spirit, ask and it will
provide support and
guidance.

The Indwelling Spirit / Thought
Adjuster only works with us on
the mind, feeling and psychic
levels directly with our
personality on conscious and
unconscious levels of reality. It is
the Divine Minister with handson help from our attending angels
that do the actual adjusting of
our mind circuits – of all our
circuits, even the physical if need be.

Spirit of Truth
becomes active
more so when
you connect to
the Source Soul
and commence
receiving Divine
Love.
You are a spirit person having
a physical experience. Your
physical body is encased
within your spirit body.
The spirit body only
exists because our soul
wants it to. In the
fullness of love, even all
our encrustments and
wrongness is not actually
bad, they are just the
nether side of love.
So evil is literally a state of mind,
and once you heal it you even feel
love for your wrongness and even
no longer hate it – that being full
self-acceptance. But you can’t
contrive these feelings or level of
awareness, it has to come of itself
and will through the higher levels
of your Healing.
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The DIVINE UNIVERSE:
253. Luke conveys another message

15 January 2013

The reality of an afterlife is not a shock to the personality, however the only reason that such a shift in
attention causes a shock results from the fact that most, during their human life, never give any real time
or consideration about their human afterlife. The only reason an individual is unsettled in their initial
entrance into the spirit world is from their own lack of understanding that such a continuance of their
personality would survive death and continue living. Another fact into the perception of the human
afterlife, is the lack of reality in awareness of the existing spirit body. People on the whole are unaware
that they are with a functioning spirit body and the purpose of its function. The idea that a human
personality can at one time survive a life on Earth and then survive in a spirit world fluidly has little
context in the day-to-day social activities of most human lives. Once one is aware of their spirit body
and the reason for its forming and creation, then the human perception of an existing afterlife has
identifiable context for one realises that whilst the physical body ends this does not mean the ending of
their spirit body, soul, and attributes that comprise one’s personality.
With love and truth
Luke your Celestial teacher
257. Ji

15 January 2013

I can write a few words as I have been directed toward you to speak. I suffered from the condition
called autism when I lived, now I am free! This condition has been dissolved upon my spirit body
taking control of my personality and its functions upon my adjustment from no longer living in my
physical body. The tics and repetition have gone. It’s the mercy of the Living Father. The simple fact
that I can engage in a normal conversation is a miracle for me now. I don’t have that condition any
more. I am rejuvenated and at first it felt strange to see and feel myself without the habit of this human
condition. My true intelligence has emerged and now my attributes flourish. I am not sad about my
human life for that was how it was. My parents loved me, as did my brothers and sisters. I was never
abandoned. I am so grateful for their love. My memories of my autistic life have all but faded because
this condition no longer forms or is able to form in the systems of my spirit body and so, this being
greater truth in its working, my personality must comply to this greater working and so this disability no
longer forms part of my personality for it is not part of the systems of my spirit body. I have just started
living with Divine Love and now I believe in God for I have seen how these Spirit Laws work that
redeem such involuntary conditions. Before I knew of the Divine Love or even believed in God my
condition was taken care of by the mercy of God’s workings and I didn’t even know that God had taken
care and loved me! This is one of the wonderments of the spirit body and how the Spirit Laws
reconfigure the personality that was born or had developed such physical disabilities. I am so happy and
I hope that I have conveyed a little on my happiness and the feeling that such hope has that what may
seem permanent has impermanence to it.
Much love and kindness to you
Ji from the Subcontinent
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258. Mark Alec Tide

15 January 2013

The scientist and the religionist and the mathematician all accept the same truth about the Soul God. We
all see God in the same way as ‘The Soul Origin and Source of all energetic principle.’ The
conversations that transpire here in the Celestial Heaven about the form of energy and how it works
would knock your socks off! The study of light, as in the Sun, is a basic study because we can see how
the physical Laws of energy function and are contained within a fixed boundary of universal finite
experience compared with the study of energy that lights up these Spheres from the Origin.
On Earth everything was finite in my study and all the problems I tried to solve worked to this end.
Now I work in the infinite and so, the finite has true perspective, boundary and context for the finite has
a direct relationship with the infinite and both are as real as each other and exist in and from the Origin.
We can think in terms of finite infinite, and our equations are living real forms of energy that have a
function in the universe. The input is astounding with such freedom to explore. To me now, the Natural
Spheres from where I once came from seem small and one dimensional, for as I did, all live there with
mortal identity in the finite boundary of their natural condition and so nothing of the Immortal, the
Eternal or the Infinite is ever extended from these Spheres unless one accepts the way of the Immortal
Love. As soon as one realises the potential of what the Divine Love can provide to the soul, it’s a nobrainer!
Onwards and upwards as they say and thank you for receiving a little on my enthusiasm. I am like a
child on the continuing wave of dawn that rolls across the universe.
Much love and a sense of wonder to you both
Love from
Mark Alec Tide

SPIRIT SPHERES / MANSION WORLDS:
Library Downloads – PascasPapers – www.pascashealth.com
Pascas Care – Big Tick is the Big Trip
Pascas Care – Big Trip with Gandhi
Pascas Care – Death & Dying Transition
Pascas Care – Spheres 1 – 7
Pascas Care – Spheres 1 – Infinity
Pascas Care – Spheres 1 – Infinity Diagrams
Pascas Care – Spheres and Exalted Teachers
Pascas Care – Spheres are Close By!
Pascas Care – Spheres Life Beyond the Veil
Pascas Care Letters – Spirit Mansion Worlds Road Map
Divine Universe – Life in the Spheres
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The DIVINE UNIVERSE:
261. Jude on Life

17 – 18 January 2013

Hello and good morning. I am one who studies the mind and how it works. It has been my observation
that as the Divine Love transforms the spirit body, the mind adjunct of the personality is also
transformed. As an attribute the mind is concluded in its definition, form, and image like any other
spirit body sense and attribute. Each aspect of the spirit body senses and attributes are organised in their
proper place according to the forming of the principle-mind attribute that acts as the premier
consciousness in the individual. There are detailed workings as to how the total consciousness of the
life that is human and mortal is organised in the spirit body, and like the human brain, the spirit organ
that acts as the spirit-brain is located in the head of the form of the spirit body. This organ in the spirit
body is spirit energy that has solid form and acts just like the human brain only this attribute can vary as
the conditions of the soul and the spirit body change.
Our environments are spirit-energy-material sensitive and so the forming of the spirit-brain, as I call it,
forms so that one can immediately begin to identify with the new spirit surroundings when one enters
the spirit world as a newly arrived spirit. In most circumstances the personality has already had time to
develop and so the spirit body and its systems have developed, accordingly, during a person’s human
life. When a person commences a spirit life, human experience is already a known thing to the
individual. Obviously some individuals enter the spirit world in their infancy or have such involuntary
disabilities that may impede cognitive experience and human awareness so that experience has condition
to it. In all variations of human diversity, the adjustment phase upon one’s entrance into the spirit world
is the critical period of transition.
The senses and attributes in the spirit body become active when the personality moves from their
physical life and the conditions of the human body no longer dominate the personality, or the personality
no longer dominates the human body.
An example that I choose to give is a common one: the person has memories along with active physical
senses in the physical body. Suddenly as if no time has passed at all, and a human death has occurred
and transition happens, the individual in their spirit life still has their memories and the experience of
their physical senses and attributes except now the location of their life has changed and these attributes
have changed location now functioning in a spirit body and not solely in a physical body. The
personality, with its entire attribute, has changed environments. The human body and the organic
environment of Earth have been exchanged for the spirit body and the spirit environments of the Sphere.
The spirit body takes over the personality, for it is in control now. This needs to be, for the personality
and attributes of soul that forms part of the personality in order to survive physical death.
The spirit body commences its forming as soon as the soul incarnates at the time of a human conception.
The spirit body and its systems have already been part of the personality during a person’s physical life
and so, when one is living in the spirit world these systems need not be created for the systems of the
spirit body have already been originated in their potential and form for spirit living, when the soul
incarnated and began life in the physical body. Even when the human is without any awareness of the
spirit body, these systems are primed and ready and functioning so that the personality and its attributes
of experience relate with the spirit body and are fit for survival after physical death.
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Once one adjusts through these early stages of spirit living, the personality is integrated into the spirit
body and these new spirit senses come to life, seamless in forming and acting in the personality. This be
said the same for the mind attribute and its function in the spirit body personality. So perfectly modelled
are the Spirit Laws formed by God to ensure that this phase of an individual’s transition into the spirit
world happens without disturbance, interference or disharmony in the reconstitution of the personality
from the physical body, to the individual spirits life now living in their spirit body. This is what the
identity of death actually is, why it happens and why death is a required part of living. Humans do not
live on the face of the Earth forever. Our experience has a finite conclusion with a continuance of life in
the spirit world. Death provides the time that God’s Spirit Laws safely integrate the shifting of each
personality from their human living to their now spirit living.
From God’s perspective, these workings were set in place before or prior to the first attribute of soul
incarnating and the first mortal personality formed in soulful physical nature. And so, whilst what I am
explaining sounds new the truth of the fact to these workings have been a reality for thousands of human
years. Although human culture and social beliefs, experience and awareness has changed with the years,
these Spirit workings and their act at ensuring the correct passage and survival of the individual
personality from the human experience into the spirit experience have never changed or been altered to
work or function in any other way.
The whole human body doesn’t need to be reconstituted upon the completion of its life and immediate
living in the spirit world, only that part of the individual that can function in this spirit environment
needs to survive and this part of the human is the collective attribute of the personality which includes
the attribute of soul. Most of the physical body remains to the Earth and its decomposition according to
the social culture of its day. I say most, because aspects of the personality are influenced by the physical
body and one has memory, and memory of their physical personality and so, whilst there is no physical
evidence of the physical body present, most can remember and have memory of their physical body now
they are in their spirit body. A human life is soul first, then spirit body, then human body. Of course all
three attributes compose one individual finite personality. From my perspective living with the
Immortal Love, I have learnt that everything human is soul and this is demonstrated in the condition of
each soul reflected in the spirit body and the personality of the individual upon the commencement of
their living in the spirit world.
God is Soul and Spirit. This is a brief description of the most complex individual universal creation ever
formed. For the purposes of this work, this description is more than adequate otherwise we can become
lost in the detail. Truth of it is that one could write on a page that lasts forever about the nature of God
and still there would not be enough ink in the world to fill it. God has other mortal universes going on
in other places and the same Immortal Divine Love that is present for us is present to those mortal
personalities. There is only one Immortal Love that serves every single finite mortal personality, and for
good reason! The economy of God reveals perfect nature and because there are many formations of
mortal personality in their own universe, this doesn’t require unique Immortal Loves to exist to fulfil the
potential of us all.
The attributes of the human personality are spirit body fit. The attributes of the spirit body are soul
perfect. And, the attributes of each finite mortal soul encompass the spirit body with its attribute and the
physical body with its attribute. The determining principle in the way the Spirit Laws work at the time
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of transition of the personality from the human world into the spirit world act in accord with the soul and
not with various other intrinsic aspects of information and experience. In a snapshot of vision, God
works from Soul in accord with soul and from this fundamental position, which includes the most telling
of Spirit Laws, all other Spirit Laws that act with the spirit body and the physical body must follow in
accord with these greater soul Laws. Quite literally, God the Soul takes or brings each human soul
across The Great Divide of human death and birth into spirit life whilst perfectly integrating,
maintaining and sustaining the attributes of personality in the spirit body and establishing the spirit body
fit for spirit living so that when the individual awakens in their awareness that one is alive it is complete
and yet each person is unaware that such a soulful journey has happened.
A human death marks the end of a soul’s capacity to survive in that environment and so, a transition
must take place or something must happen, or else the attribute of soul that is incarnated would be
compromised in its continuance of life. Fortunately this doesn’t happen. God has ordained it to be that
each soul continues to live and for this to happen, a transition of environments takes place.
If there has been a disturbance in the mind when one was human, and if this disturbance was involuntary
then the mind is reconstituted between the spirit body and the personality to a normal function in the
spirit world. If the mind attribute has a disturbance due to an affliction placed upon it that deformed its
form by the voluntary nature of doing something to one’s self or having one thing done to one’s self by
another, then, this cause of disharmony can create compensation which one will need to make amends
for. And so, in the transition of a personality from the human world into the spirit world, the Spirit
Laws in their workings will not co-mingle to negate the Law of Compensation, which after the
reconstitution of a life into the spirit world, the personality may be subject to this Law of Compensation.
There is no confusion to this although the Law of Compensation does not come into effect until the
greater Laws have acted upon the soul in the time of personality transition from the human world into
the spirit world.
And so, it is with these Spirit functions that allow for the personality to continue its existence in the
spirit living in the spirit world, by no other means does this happen. I along with all of us here can see
how, what I am explaining works because we have survived our physical human lives. Obviously, when
we were living as people in our human experience on Earth, I along with most here had little or no idea
about this experience of such intrinsic functions and their workings that ensure individual survival in a
life after death. Now, we do know in our living proof of this survival, and we can look back on our
human lives as spirits from our position of knowing our once unknowing of such things. I have learnt
and can see how death is vastly important to the survival of the personality.
Are people meant to know about such realities? This is an individual concern, for such reality to
become commonplace in the human world would mark a significant shift and change in the collective
human world of experience and awareness. For those who do explore the afterlife and are seeking
genuine answers in their experience, these works will certainly help adding a clearer picture so that one
might have clearer vision on the nature of such spirit workings and how the soul, the spirit body and the
personality form the image by which one can then move forward in their quest to identify the
simultaneousness of these two existing environments, the physical human world and the spirit mortal
world, and how they interrelate with one another.
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There is no doubt that from my observations observing people who are aware of the Divine Love, that
one relates this Love as being other than human-made, though made for the human soul. As far as I
have seen, we who know and live with this Divine Love in our lives take a keen interest in how the
experience of Divine Love transpires in a human experience. It gives me good delight that most who
enjoy and participate with this Love recognise its true Spirit value and potential. The Divine Love
comes from the Soul origin, God and I see, most agree on this, and this be the Truth as to the origin of
the Immortal Love. Also, most experience or see the Divine Love as a truth of spirit and soul and so by
being aware of this Love one feels that they are in touch with a Truth that becomes part of one’s soul
nature therefore this experience places one in touch with their spirit-nature which in turn causes one to
recognise that there is a life living after human life and that a spirit world and spirits exist. It is
important to recognise that spirits where once human ourselves! And that even though we selectively
choose – as you do – to participate with God and involve our selves in the experience of the Immortal
Love, that we here in spirit visibly see that the Divine Love still has Its origin in God the Soul and that a
Divine Love experience doesn’t end by one being simply a spirit in the spirit world.
I like to observe with discretion how the experience of Divine Love in a human life, and so, I am
fascinated at how people experience this Love and learn about Its nature when clothed and immersed in
their physical body. I have learnt, as many of us have, about this aspect of living with the Father from
people’s human experience. I never judge another’s experience for I have seen how individuals judge
their own experience as they hew out their destiny with God. Most people in their Divine Love
experience have very little contact with Celestial spirits or can perceive the reality of how the spirit
world works. I have the advantage of seeing what people cannot see and I know what most deem as
unknowable on how the intrinsic workings of the Spirit Laws function with the soul, spirit body and
personality. In no way does one’s inability to see and converse with Celestial spirits belittles the
experience of one who is endeavouring to embrace the Immortal Love in the trials and tribulations of
their human life. To me and to all of us here, there is no separation of experience, for we know that the
Divine Love present and available here and wherever mortal souls experience life and so, each unique
environment perceived by us as being an equality and part of the great forming of environments in
which God has enabled mortal nature and Immortal nature to live and experience Love and Spirit in.
If a person struggles in their experience of integrating, identifying and accepting the Divine Love and Its
origin, Celestial spirits understand this and I admire one’s persistence of faith as one may continue to
doubt the actual validity of what they are doing by trying to accept an invisible Immortal Love into a
soul that one hardly knows to be the true individual nature of one’s self. I like how the nature of God is
explored, by those who recognise God’s universality and how a personalised experience in the Love, the
Divine Love of God inspires or settles one’s heart and mind.
The only thing I don’t like to see in a Divine Love experience is when one who has experienced the
Love and found the Truth of It then by reason of their own desire for self-importance in the deceit of
power, manipulates other people to suit one’s self so that the individual error is then confirmed as a truth
and deceives people who are honestly and sincerely trying to find the Immortal Gift, the Divine Love,
and to learn of Its related truths. Anyone who does this, and there are those who have, there are those
doing this and there will be those who will, will pay a heavy price in their compensation that will be
collected by that kind of individual when they commence their living here in the spirit world. Even
when living with the Divine Love no human escapes the Spirit Law of Compensation. It is an error for
one to think that simply because one is with the Divine Love and one has this awareness as one is living
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among people who have yet this awareness of the Love, that the one with the Love has more authority
and power over another by imposing themselves simply because one knows a Divine Truth when the
other lives solely in their natural truth. The Celestial teachers go to great lengths when teaching us
about the correct way of introducing the Origin’s Love and how this Love might be obtained. We learn
so that in our help to create this awareness of the potential for this Immortal Love, we do not commit an
error when teaching or introducing the Love.
It must be said there is a responsibility living with the Divine Love. And, living with the Love
ultimately teaches one self-respect and universal responsibility. This is visible here in the Celestial
Heaven and from this universal responsibility comes great vision and freedom. If you look at life on
Earth everyone is on the way in their learning of how to take responsibility for one’s self or another and,
for the environment they live in even though this experience is often immersed in complete
irresponsibility. The choice for Immortality can never be taken for granted, treated lightly or highly
underestimated. Where would the world of man and spirit be if it were not for God?
This has been a well-received message, thank you
Your Celestial friend
Jude

Soul

Spirit Body

Physical Body

The life force for the spirit body and the physical body is via the soul. The
spirit body is connected to the soul via cords of light, and in turn, the
physical body is connected to the spirit body via cords of light. Should the
light cords between the spirit body and the physical body be disconnected
then the physical / material body dies. The physical body is our starting
point for learning and experiencing our being. Our learning and growth
experience then continues through the existence of the spirit body.
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I am an individual who knows a lot about a lot of things. I have a super mind and a great sense of the
general knowledge. I was when I lived, an antique collector and so history was a subject that I was
passionate about. I had travelled extensively around the world and I had a gift for picking up languages.
I like the land and I liked the sea. Upon my arrival in the spirit world I began an immediate
investigation as I had that kind of mind that liked to pull things apart only to put them back again, more
improved if I could. I loved clocks and watches and appreciated how the many moving parts of a small
watch were designed so that one could simply read the time. Much like how small and smart technology
is now.
I arrived in spirit prior to the Age of Technology but I am aware of how the world has moved into this
Age of linked communication. I travelled throughout the First Natural Love Sphere, which can only be
described as massive with populations that exceed the normal human concept of population. I was
amazed at how social and organised everyone was and how aware everyone is to the events that happen
and pass by back on Earth. I had no language as a construct to identify what Natural love is though in
good condition, I was told by another person who I met that they had come from another Sphere much
like this one and so I travelled with this individual to the entrance of this Sphere.
This was the Second Natural Sphere. I travelled completely through this Sphere only needing to pause
for rests, and it is massive too, though only slightly smaller in population. The same thing happened. I
met someone who was from another Sphere.
I travelled with them to an entrance that opened into the Fourth Natural Sphere. This Sphere is
connected directly with the Second Sphere and the Second Sphere is connected directly to the First
Sphere even though the numbers seem to jump. I travelled through this Fourth Sphere investigating all
aspects of it and people were still social though a sense of peace was an ambience present unlike the
social humdrum of activity in the previous Spheres. I then met another person who said they were from
another sphere and so I thought, ‘how many Spheres are there?’
I travelled to the entrance of the Sixth Sphere and there I explored this entire place. The people here
were far more impersonal and far less social, being far more self-centred. There was a hush around the
place and every individual I spoke with was very polite though there was always present a sense of
achievement. I never met anyone who could take me to the entrance beyond this one and, I concluded
that I would go back to the First Natural Sphere. I did know that there were three Spheres beyond this
First Natural Sphere where the depraved and deprived of love lived. I went with a person who I met
who knew where the entrance was and investigated for myself and it is as exactly as I described. I
travelled through these Spheres and I felt a great sadness but I knew that I could not remain here and so I
returned to the First Natural Sphere.
I never really settled and I did not reside in a house or a home opting to rest in what can only be
described as spirit-nature that has form and are like gardens, though they do not require sunlight to
survive. It is all kind of unreal because the thing that is so real is the noise of social interactions between
personalities. There is a going language that the planet Earth is called Earth, and the Spheres I visited
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are called Earth One, Earth Two, Earth Four and Earth Six. Everyone in these Spheres has very little to
do with the Earth, though everyone is aware that they are from the Earth and that personality is still the
centre of social attention. I thought about how I was and where I was, knowing that I just didn’t fit in. I
had accepted that my human life was over and that I was in the so-called afterlife and that a certain few
people had helped me to adjust when I initially arrived after my human death. It is unique to say the
least, to view the real Earth and the way people live from my perspective now. If everyone knew what I
could see, then, the world would change for the better. Humanity would see part of its universal nature.
And so there I was resting in one of these spirit gardens, when out of the corner of my spirit-vision I saw
two individuals approach that in their appearance seemed rather different than anyone else I had
previously met. They stopped and spoke with various individuals and I could see how interesting they
looked and so I went over to them and introduced myself. They told me that they were from another
Sphere and I asked if I could travel with them only this time the answer was no. I asked why it was so
when once I could travel between the Earth Spheres so easily? The wiser looking one gently said with a
smile on his face, “You need the Divine Love to pass through go”. I knew what he was talking about
and so I asked about this Divine Love. It was my interest in travel that made me ask for the Love
because I realised there was nothing that I had seen in the Earth Spheres that was going to hold my
interest. On Earth, antiques have real value and you can touch history. Here, you can see it living all
around you and so history is of little value at all.
I immediately asked for the Divine Love and went with these two individuals to a place called the First
Divine Love Sphere. I travelled all around this Sphere and it was massive. Its entrance connected to the
First Natural Sphere, and not before long I could see the architecture in terms of the placement of this
Divine Love Sphere in context with the other Natural Earth Spheres.
I decided that I liked the Love because it was my ticket to travel and so upon the advice of the wiser
individual, I asked God for more Divine Love and travelled to the entrance of the Third Divine Love
Sphere. I had no compensation and God was my travel agent.
I did the same thing travelling through this Sphere then the Fifth Sphere and the Seventh Sphere until I
stood at the entrance to the Celestial Heaven. I realised in language that the Natural Earth Spheres are
identified as mortal Spheres and the Divine Love Spheres are identified as the Immortal Spheres. I have
learnt quickly about the workings of Divine Love as part of my requirement for progression, but it is the
travel that really interests me, and the way that these environments are put together in their design.
Language cannot convey how these environments are at their fundamental existence.
As I stand here at the entrance of the Celestial Heaven, I can see that the real engine room of spirit
existence is here in these Immortal Spheres. This is where the Immortal personality meets with the
universal reality of construct and form and one has the spirit-senses and spirit-vision to see it and
comprehend it and more importantly live and interrelate with it. The Mortal Spheres simply cater for
personality and its need to be the centre of attention. The Immortal Spheres place love, this Immortal
Love as the centre of attention and from this, we go forth into learning about the dynamic and function
of everything universal, including God.
And so, as I come to the end of this travelled experience in writing with you and as I am waving good
bye to you, I have heard from a spirit who you know called Gustav, that if I continue with Divine Love
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then just beyond the vast Celestial Heaven there are the Eternal Spheres and then beyond that, an
entrance into the Spheres of Paradise! And the Divine Love is my boarding pass!
Yours kindly and most lovingly,
Calvin, from the Eastern Seaboard, USA
WE ARE ALL SOULS of our HEAVENLY PARENTS, our MOTHER and FATHER:
We are mortal souls who have the potential to experience the Divine Love.
If a person or spirit experiences a drop of Divine Love, then the
soul is deemed Immortal, which the spirit body and personality
must follow to this perfected truth. The Divine Love is in its own
nature, the highest, or if you like, the most perfected form of
energy and Law that a mortal soul can receive and experience.
The radiance of the spirit body that is seen by other spirit people, is
distinguishable as to the presence of natural love and the amount and
also Divine Love and the amount. The energy of both loves is
processed in the region of the heart region within the spirit body.
One’s soul is lodged in close proximity to the spirit mind.
Divine Love – if sincerely asked for – will not be withheld by the Eternal Love of our
Heavenly Parents, no matter what condition one’s soul may be in. Divine Love is experienced
at any stage in a natural love condition of soul whether error exists or not. What is required
is that the cognitive capabilities of the maturing personality must knowingly be asking for this
love to be added to its being.
Conception / incarnation brings together
the soul, which lodges within close
proximity to the spirit mind, which is
located in the same region as the
physical brain. The personality is
created at the same time as the spirit
body. Nothing that is Divine is within
the forming entity.

A newly
individualising
soul is just a
tiny invisible
spark.

The spirit body’s energy is
managed in the region of the
heart and solar plexus, we are
endowed with natural love, being
an energy, at conception. It is
this energy that is visible to other
spirits, not the soul that we all
have.

Viable
embryo
forming.
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WE ALL ARE BEING GUIDED HOME:
We need the Spirits of Truth of the Avonal Pair to Heal ourselves; then
once Healed, (and for support (overshadowing) as well through your
Healing), we need the Creator Pair, Mary Magdalene and Jesus’ Spirits
of Truth to see us through the Celestial spheres, while at all times
embracing our Heavenly Mother and Father.
Until Mary and Jesus died and liberated their Spirits of Truth, no one
from any of the worlds could leave Nebadon, because no one knew the
way to do so. Nebadon is our local universe containing some 3.8 million
inhabited physical worlds and their associated spirit worlds.
When we embrace the truths Mary and Jesus are revealing, and start to do
our Feeling Healing, or with Divine Love, Soul Healing, we are then
freeing ourselves up from our parental and self control.

GOD
Father
Mother
M&F

Thus our journey to Paradise, to the home of our Heavenly Parents, is of
our choosing as to when we progress, however, there is only one way:
HUM: Humanity is to ascend. We are self contained. Our soul is
always in truth and perfect at all times. By living true to ourself, true to
our feelings, we are living true to God. It’s that simple.

J&M

We are to recognise that being engaged and dominated by our mind is the
wrong way for us to evolve and grow in truth. We are to discard the
mind enslavement that has been imposed upon as by all of our parents.
We are to express our feelings, both good and bad and free ourselves of
the indoctrination that humanity has embraced worldwide.
Live true to your feelings, and you ARE living true, not only to your own
soul, but also true to God’s soul. So doing your Healing by honouring all
your feelings, IS living the will of God. And being fully Healed, IS
living even more truly the Will of our Mother and Father.
AVO: We are to embrace the truths and guidance of the Avonal Pair
through their Spirits of Truth. It is the Avonal Pair’s guidance that will
lead us through our Feeling Healing, and with Divine Love, we will be
able to ascend through the 7 spirit Mansion Worlds and enter the
Celestial Heavens where we also interact with other world’s spirits.
J&M: We are also to embrace the truths and guidance of the Paradise
Pair, Mary and Jesus, who will then lead us through the 3 Celestial
Heavens that are aligned with Earth, and then further on through
Nebadon where we will then depart beyond on towards Paradise.
M&F: Beyond the universal zone of Nebadon, we will be guided by our
Heavenly Mother and Father onwards through the universes to Paradise
where we will be welcomed by them, home for us all, as we are all
Children of God.

AVO

HUM
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WE ALL ARE BEING GUIDED HOME – NOW, HOW TO COMMENCE THE JOURNEY:

GOD
Father
Mother
M&F

For 200,000 years, we have been misled into embracing our mind’s
distortion of wisdom and truth. All such traditional understandings
only lead us in the wrong direction, from which we must turn back
from. Our soul based feelings are always in truth. Our minds are to
follow our soul based truths and feelings, not the other way round, as
we have been brought up to embrace.
We are to connect with our deeper repressed feelings.
We are to long for the truth of what we are feeling.
We are to live true to our selves; by living true to our feelings.
Use your surface day-to-day feelings to connect with your deeper
repressed feelings. Express your surface feelings and your deeper
repressed feelings to uncover the truth of yourself.
We all have feelings which we communicate and share with each
other. And we all have deeper buried and hidden repressed feelings.
Feelings from our early childhood we felt, yet weren’t allowed to
express. These feelings are still within us, waiting to have their say.
These feelings, because they are repressed, cause us all our problems.

J&M

And as we look to uncover, bring out and accept these deeper feelings,
so we’re taken into new ways of looking at ourselves, our feelings, and
our life. We’re setting ourselves free of the controlling patterns that
govern our unloving behaviour.
In this way, we progressively begin to express the personality that our
Heavenly Mother and Father gave us, not the one imposed upon us by
our physical parents and carers. We are to be our true and real selves.
By living true to ourself, true to our feelings, we are living true to
God. It’s that simple.

AVO

As we, humanity, long for the truth of our feelings, we can also be
assisted by the Spirits of Truth of the Avonal Pair who are our spiritual
teachers for Earth over this coming 1,000 years, to assist us through the
Great U-Turn, away from mind dominance to being soul based feeling
lead. They will assist us through the seven levels of the spirit Mansion
Worlds.
Then the Creator Pair, Jesus and Mary, will lead us through Nebadon
and into the greater universe. Then our Heavenly Mother and Father
lead us home to Paradise.

HUM
Collectively, should we embrace them all, as we are to, then our
pathway home is a journey in the hands of the Spirits of Truth of the
Avonal and Paradise Pairs overseen by our Heavenly Parents.
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The Key

HOW TO GET TO PARADISE:

Long for the Divine Love
Long for the Truth
Long for the truth of your feelings
Don’t deny any feelings: accept, express and want to know the truth of them
Know your feelings are the key; your feelings are the Way
Want to end your falseness and being untrue
Want to understand the truth of your early life
Use your surface feelings to move deeper into yourself, bringing up your repressed feelings
Want and long to know the whole truth of yourself
Want to do it all with God, your Heavenly Mother and Father – long to Them for help.

Divine Love

Natural Love

Truth
Feelings

Life
Relationships

LONGING
Our longing drives our life. We long with feelings. We can wish for things using our mind, yet
long for things with our heart. These things in the pyramid are what to long for. Longing for
them, when the longing comes naturally. Longing because you feel you really want them. Long
to be true with all your heart. Long to live true to your feelings. Long to understand the whole
truth of yourself.
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GOD
Father
Mother
Eternal Son
of Truth

Infinite Daughter
of Mind

PARADISE TRINITY:
1. Our MOTHER and FATHER (God)
(MF) – Divine Love
SOUL (God) – One SOUL that is expressing its two PERSONALITIES, our Heavenly Mother
and Heavenly Father (Soulmates)
2. ETERNAL SON
(ES) – Divine Truth
3. INFINITE DAUGHTER
(ID) – Divine Mind
Then: The Second and Third Persons of the Paradise Trinity (ES and ID) are stepped down to
the local universe trinity (Mary and Jesus, Divine Minister (DM), and her Holy Spirit.
Our MOTHER and FATHER – Love
The LOCAL UNIVERSE TRINITY:
1. MARY M and JESUS
– the Living Truth
2. DIVINE MINISTER
– Mind (and her Holy Spirit)
3. HUMANITY – Natural love, sons and Daughters – Truth, and our Angels – Mind
PLANETS that engage in REBELLION:
1. AVONAL SOULMATE PAIR
2. DAYNAL – TEACHER PAIRS
So in summary:

– the Feeling Healing process – incarnate
– they do not incarnate

LOVE
Mother and Father

TRUTH
Eternal Son (ES)
Mary & Jesus (MJ)
Humanity (H)
Consider a diamond:

MIND
Infinite Daughter (ID)
Divine Minister and Holy Spirit (DM)
Angels, Nature Spirits, Nature (A)

MF

ES

ID

Divine Love

Natural Love

MJ

Humanity

DM

HA

Nature Spirits, and our
Angels, and Nature
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Creator Son & Daughter
Jesus and Mary

Avonals
as soulmate pairs

Trinity Teachers
as soulmate pairs

Melchizedeks – who have taken over from the Caligastians and Daligastians being also
all as soulmate pairs.
Mortal Souls – human beings who individualise on Earth, then progress through the
Mansion Spirit Worlds, then into the Celestial Heavens, and beyond.
Mortal Souls – also being ascending spirits, upon completing their Soul Healing, join
with their soulmate, then join their soul group of 24 mortal spirits, being 12 soul pairs.
It is only as a soulgroup that anyone can progress beyond Nebadon.
The Paradise Pairs are all ONLY concerned with the SPIRITUAL wellbeing and upliftment of the
planets and local universe. Currently to do with Earth:
Mary and Jesus – spiritual wellbeing and upliftment of the whole of Nebadon region.
Avonal Pair – Daynal pairs (Trinity Teacher Daughters and Sons) – Spiritual wellbeing and upliftment
of individual planets and their associated Mansion Worlds.
The Local universal Sons and Daughters are all about the running of the worlds under their jurisdiction,
and ensuring the higher spiritual elements can be employed, or sent astray, as in our cases through the
Rebellion and Default.
Lanonandeks – Melchizedeks (and others, such as Life Carriers and Eve and Adam).
As the Lanonandeks all rebelled – the Lucifers, Satans, Caligastias and Daligastias soulmate pairs – so
the Melchizedeks have taken over their roles, as well as doing their own.
So the Melchizedeks are the governors, overseers, the administrators and advisors and so on for Earth;
they are the ‘controllers’, and they will instigate all that needs to be done to do with the ending of the
Rebellion and Default. And they will enlist the willing help of ascending mortal pairs, so the mortal
Celestials spirits (soulmates when available, and others waiting to unite with their partner), and at times
mortal spirits in the Divine Love Healing Mansion Worlds. And the angels help all of us.
Currently the whole of Creation exists for the ascension of mortal souls from their earth planets to
Paradise. It’s all one vast Grand Ascension Scheme. With all the higher and lower spiritual Daughters
and Sons, together with all the many different angels and other universal spirit personalities, and even
including nature and our very own pets, assisting women and men with their Ascension Journey. It
being: and Ascension of Truth. Everything we do is done to help us grow in truth. (Only everything we
do in our negative state is to deny ourselves our truth from our feelings, which is why we have to do our
Healing.) All women and men are ascending (or growing) in truth through their experiences. And as we
grow in truth by looking to our feelings to show us that truth, so we’re ascending, moving inwards and
upwards through all the worlds and spheres of the Grand Universe to one day arrive on Paradise and
meet our Heavenly Parents. God is providing us, Their children, with this spiritual journey called our
Ascension of Truth. And by living true to our feelings, so we are progressing on our true Spiritual Path
– our Ascension Path.
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Live true to your feelings, and you ARE living true, not only to your own soul, but
also true to God’s soul. So doing your Healing by honouring all your feelings, IS
living the will of God. And being fully Healed, IS living even more truly the Will of
your Mother and Father.

MIND PATHWAY

TRUTH PATHWAY

Mother Father (MF – God)
Eternal Son (ES)
Infinite Daughter (ID)
Mary & Jesus (MJ)
Divine Minister (DM)
Humanity & Angels (HA)
Consider a diamond:

MF

(Truth) ES

ID (Mind)

Divine Love
Truth

Natural Love
Mind

MJ

DM

(Right pathway)
( for Humanity )
Humanity

HA

(Wrong pathway)
( for Humanity )
Nature Spirits, and our
Angels, and Nature

Humanity is to pursue the pathway for Truth through one’s soul based feelings, this is the
right pathway. However, humanity commences its journey founded on natural love, which
we now know is to be perfected through one’s Feeling Healing process and then made
divine through asking for and receiving our Heavenly Parents’ Divine Love.
For 200,000 years, humanity has pursued the pathway of the Mind, being that of the brain,
this is the wrong pathway. The Mind is the pathway for Angels and that of all of Nature.
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CREATION of SOUL and SPIRIT:

GOD

God is The Paradise Trinity — the eternal
Deity union of the Personalities: the
Universal Mother and Father; the Eternal Son
of Truth; and the Infinite Daughter Spirit of
Mind.

Father
Mother
Eternal Son
of Truth

Feeling

Infinite Daughter
of Mind

Pathway

Soulmate Pair

Spirit

Person

Mind

The soul of angels is experiential, evolving
through their experience by continually
progressing in mind development. Angels
Pathway are to attain the Infinite Daughter (Spirit) of
Mind. Angels are a creation of Mind.
Our soul is duplex (we have a soulmate) and
is created by our Heavenly Parents. Through
our Feeling Healing we perfect ourselves
enabling the union with our soulmate, as we
progress in truth up through the Mansion
Worlds, celestial heavens and all the way to
Paradise.

Angel

Nature

The soul of each human personality (sons
and daughters of truth) is existential, driving
our personality expression in the experiential.
The soul of each human finds truth by
embracing one’s feelings and longing for the
truth of them. We are to attain the Eternal
Son of Truth. We are a creation of Truth.

The soul of angels is also duplex, yet of the
mind, and they progress in mind evolution to
Paradise. Animals, plants and nature spirits
are also creations of Mind.

Spirit

Neither we nor animals reincarnate. We
never die; upon death, we move into the
spirit Mansion Worlds on our journey to
Paradise. When animals and plants die, be
they the tiny microbe to the mighty elephants
of the land and the whales of the ocean, their
spirit energy returns to the Spirit Collective
Energy. And from this energy are
drawn other animals and the nature
spirits, who then in turn move onto
becoming angels through increasing
mind experience.
A nature spirit is an angel in waiting.
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WE EACH have a Nature Spirit pair, Spirit Guide pair and an Angelic Pair:
For those doing their Healing or are interested in doing it will
from that time have their own personal angels, spirit guides and
nature spirits with them, with whom they are to develop their
own relationships should they want to. It is not about ‘sharing’
the same angels or guides or nature spirits, it is about you
relating specifically to your ‘own’ ones because they are
provided for YOU. It’s all for you, to maximise the experiences
we each need.
We are all to have our own pure relationships. And it’s the same
of course in life with your friends, however over there, in spirit,
dealing with Nature Spirits, Spirit Guides, and Angels, it’s more
personal and private and ‘JUST FOR YOU’. So we have our own separate, unique relationships.
For example, Nature Spirit Verna has been assigned to be specifically and only with James, and she ain’t
going to be assigned to anyone else, so she won’t be sharing herself around.
This is SO IMPORTANT to understand so that in future there won’t be all these people claiming to be
speaking with Verna or Mary Magdalene or Jesus or Nanna Beth or anyone else who is part of it all in
such capacity. Mary M and Jesus have spoken with James as they have, making it quite clear he is all
they are speaking with.
We each have a band of a Nature Spirit pair, Spirit Guide pair, and an Angelic pair, each pair being in
their soulmate relationship. Even though we are ascending mortals having a soulmate, even our
soulmate has his or her own group of six personalities assisting him or her. Our assigned Nature Spirits
do not continue with us into spirit, our Spirit Guides may for a time assist upon entry to the spirit
Mansion Worlds, however, our Angelic pair continue with us for eternity.
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DIVINE LOVE:

http://www.fcdt.org/divinelove.htm

The words "Divine Love" have been used in many contexts to convey different meanings. But in the
context of our Heavenly Father, Divine Love is the greatest gift in all the universe. It transcends all else
that can assist humankind fulfil their dreams of happiness and have them resolved within themselves.
God's Divine Love is the one thing in all of God's infinite universe that can bring about eternal life and
everlasting happiness in the Celestial Kingdom.
What is Divine Love?
The Divine Love differs from the natural love of man with which he was endowed when created, which
belongs to all humans, and which they all possess in a more or less perfect condition in this: that the
Divine Love is that Love which belongs to or is a part of God, possessing His Nature and composed of
His Substance, and which, when possessed by a human soul to a sufficient degree, makes him divine and
of the nature of God.
What is the New Birth?
The New Birth is simply the effect of the flowing of this Divine Love of the Father into the soul of a
man and the disappearing of everything that tends to sin and error. As the Divine Love takes possession
of the soul, sin and error disappear. It, the soul, becomes of a quality like the Great Soul of the Father.
And with the Soul of the Father being Divine and immortal in Its quality of Love, so, when the soul of
man becomes possessed of this quality of Love, the soul being the man, this soul becomes divine also.
Then, the image becomes the substance; the mortal becomes the immortal; and the soul of man, as to
love and hope, becomes a part of the Father's Divinity.
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How does one receive the Divine Love?
The only way is simply this: that men shall believe with all the sincerity of their minds and souls that
this great Love of the Father is waiting to be bestowed upon each and all of them; and that when they
come to the Father in faith and earnest aspirations, this Love will not be withholden from them. And, in
addition to this belief, that they pray with all the earnestness and longings of their souls that the Father
will open up their souls to the inflowing of this Love, and that then may come the Holy Spirit to them to
bring this Love into their souls in such abundance that their souls may be transformed into the very
Essence of the Father's Love. The soul who will thus believe and pray will never be disappointed, and
the Way to the Kingdom will be his as certainly as that the sun shines by day upon the just and unjust
alike.
Take the test.
Too often we are told to believe something based on what we are told. You don't have to "believe"
anymore. Now you can have physical proof of the existence of God and His Love for you?
"test my teachings that the Father’s Love was now available, and pray for it to the Father
in earnest prayer, and see whether, if this was done in sincerity, the Father’s Love,
conveyed through the Holy Spirit, would burn and glow in the soul, by which sign they
would realize His Love was present therein." – Jesus
http://www.fcdt.org/Publications/NTRJ/ntr_1_9_22.htm
Date: June 14 and November 5, 1955
Medium:
Dr. Daniel G Samuels
Publication: New Testament Revelations of Jesus of Nazareth, p. 22

Take it to heart – earnestly pray for God's Divine Love and feel the glowing of His Love in your soul.
Jesus gave us the Prayer for Divine Love to help us in our prayers to the Father.

Note: Following the writings of James Moncrief, one could consider that any reference to the Father, by
other relevant writers, may be read as a reference to ‘our Mother and Father’. Further, when considering
soul healing, then reference to Divine Love could be referred to as ‘Feeling Healing with Divine Love’.
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The Only Prayer That Man Need Offer to the Father:
(as given within the first century)
I am here, Jesus

The Prayer for Divine Love
2 December 1916
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Pg6p3rivAZw
P.438 Book of Truths through James Padgett / Jesus

Let your prayer be as follows:
Our Father, who art in heaven, we recognize that You are all Holy and loving and merciful, and
that we are Your children, and not the subservient, sinful and depraved creatures that our
teachers of old would have us believe. That we are the greatest of Your creation, and the most
wonderful of all Your handiworks, and the objects of Your great soul's love and Tenderest care.
That Your will is that we become at one with You, and partake of Your great love which You have
bestowed upon us through Your mercy and desire that we become, in truth, Your children,
through love, and not through the sacrifice and death of any one of Your creatures.
We pray that You will open up our souls to the inflowing of Your love, and that then may come
Your Holy Spirit to bring into our souls this, Your love in great abundance, until our souls shall
be transformed into the very essence of Yourself; and that there may come to us faith--such faith
as will cause us to realize that we are truly Your children and one with You in very substance and
not in image only.
Let us have such faith as will cause us to know that You are our Father, and the bestower of every
good and perfect gift, and that only we, ourselves, can prevent Your love changing us from the
mortal to the immortal.
Let us never cease to realize that Your love is waiting for each and all of us, and that when we
come to You, in faith and earnest aspiration, Your love will never be with-held from us.
Keep us in the shadow of Your love every hour and moment of our lives, and help us to overcome
all temptations of the flesh, and the influence of the powers of the evil ones, which so constantly
surround us and endeavour to turn our thoughts away from You to the pleasures and allurements
of this world.
We thank You for Your love and the privilege of receiving it, and we believe that You are our
Father --the loving Father who smiles upon us in our weakness, and is always ready to help us and
take us to Your arms of love.
We pray this with all the earnestness and longings of our souls, and trusting in Your love, give
You all the glory and honour and love that our finite souls can give.
Amen
Note: The ‘false teachers’ are our parents, as they are also the ‘evil ones’.
Also, the evil ones, being those parts of one’s mind, that are controlling you.

MoC
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The Padgett Messages, received 1914 to 1923 and published in the Book of Truths, has now been
extended with further session of messages having been received between 2012 and 2013, and titled
“The DIVINE UNIVERSE” via Zara Borthwick and Nicholas Arnold.

The DIVINE UNIVERSE
79. Prayer of the Heart

16 October 2012

I encourage the heart that prays to the Father for the Divine Love. I encourage the heart that loves the
Love, and with sincere aspiration, feels for the Love. If there be any doubt, loss of faith or hardship of
heart, I encourage the heart not to give up or give the Love away. The Father hears your prayers and the
heart be rest assured in this. Never will a good heart be forsaken. As the Father does so do I, see and
hear your heart, and prayers for the Love and the needs for wellbeing. Never give your heart up; trust in
the One who knows your true heart, and there the Father loves you. One may never fully understand
the intricate workings of time, past present and future, but the heart knows faith and Love and the Father
Loves a good heart. Pray with faith, and in your heart my truth and the Father’s Divine Love meet you
there.
I have given you this prayer of the heart so that men and women may draw from its words, strength, love
and faith.
Your beloved friend and companion,
Jesus of the Celestial Heaven

Whilst we are receiving our Heavenly Parents’ Divine Love, and that this Love is causing
change within our soul and spirit attributes, the greatest Truth known to man and spirit is that
this is the way our Mother and Father are actually loving us! When we progress, it is God’s
way of loving us into love and then we live what we are, love.
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The DIVINE UNIVERSE
300. Prayer of Love and Strength

2 February 2013

I am going to write the Prayer of Love and Strength that may help those with their endeavour of heart in
the receipt of the Divine Love:
I pray that I may find the love and strength in my heart to love you more wholeheartedly. I pray that I
may feel this strength as a living truth in my heart and soul as my weakness, due to my condition in my
physical and material struggle, may not become a hardship that casts a long shadow over my day-to-day
living in my faith in Divine Love. I pray that I will not give in to any negativity that surrounds me, or to
the way that at times I cannot seem to be able to help or forgive myself for loosing faith in The One I
love.
I pray that I am receiving Love, your Divine Love that is in great abundance and that my heart partakes
of a small portion of this abundant Love. I ask that your Spirit, The Spirit, convey the Love into my soul
as I have already been receiving into my soul your Divine Love. I pray that your Divine Love gives
greater love and strength to my heart that I may continue in my prayer to receive this Immortal Love.
God, I love you with all my heart even if there be a shadow across my heart, and a lack of humility in
my faith and on my behalf for I recognise that you can love me more perfectly and wholeheartedly than
I can accept for myself.
God, I recognise that you are Soul and that I am a finite soul and that your Love and Spirit are true gifts
for my heart and soul and that I need this Love that you have provided. I pray that from your Love,
more finite love and strength in my faith and heart will enable me to love you even more. I recognise
that I am doing my best in all that life has given and taken away from me and that in my resolve, my
heart knows that your true Divine Love always remains with me and my faith in you. At times I have
left you and left your side and wandered all over the place, lost in the shadows of life and in the nearsightedness of my eye and then, I pray for your Love and your Love fills my heart and my love and
strength return and I accept that you are loving me at all times when I am lost and found. I give you all
my gratitude, love and strength that my heart can give and I desire not to change the world or the spirit
world accepting that your Divine Love will change my soul and in harmony together, I will try for a
peaceful world.
I have provided you with the inspiration to give these words of love and strength that such words may
help one in their experience of God’s Love and Spirit.
Jesus of the Celestial Heaven

Our Heavenly Mother and Father simply desire for us to ask for Their Love.
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For those of you who are strong, I will continue to sustain this strength because many of you who
experience the Father’s Divine Love require a great resolve and strength of heart not to give up on the
Truth and not to be saddened by the apparent lack of interest in the most beautiful love that you feel and
know to be true. I will never prevent myself from being with you, who sincerely desire the Divine Love
and, with any feeling of being afraid, alone or insecure, I with my Celestial teachers are present
supporting you. There is no shadow in the Divine Love and for those who are aware of this Love in
faith love and spirit we celebrate the harmony of God’s universe of Love and Spirit.
I pray for the Divine Love, the Immortal Love
Universal Soul God,
My Father, I love and accept you with my heart. I sincerely pray for your Love that will come by The
Spirit and embrace my spirit body conveying your Divine Love into my soul. I humbly ask that you
love me as I love you, and that you continue to love me when in those times I cannot love myself.
I ask that you give me the strength to voice my faith and love to you, and that you may love me in my
weakness and in my strength. I know that I am a soul beautiful to you as you are to me, and that your
Divine Love will be the arrival of Truth that my soul has truly longed for.
I pray that your Divine Love will be the arrival from which will announce the departure of my doubt and
that such faith, love, strength will come to me that I will never doubt you again. And I will never stop
loving you, in the sunrise and the sunset of each day in my life.
I recognise that you are the Source of the Divine Love and the origin of my soul. I recognise that I may
have been lost to you but in truth I was never lost to you and now, I am gathering up all my love out of
my lost-ness in great abundance because I am aware that your Divine Love is present for my soul and I
am free to receive your Love and feel Its’ breath of spirit declare in my heart the Immortal Harmony.
I am receiving your Love, I have received your Love, true Universal God, your Immortal Love.
Amen
Jesus of the Celestial Heaven

By living true to ourselves, true to our feelings, we are living true to God. It’s that simple.
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In the time James Padgett received spirit communications I gave him a prayer (2 December 1916) to
help him firm his stature as he worked with various spirits. I would like to extend the reality of prayer
with you now.
The Perfect Prayer or Prayer for Divine Love need only be a sincere heartfelt expression of love given to
the Soul, God, and included in this soulful heartfelt love, a respectful asking to experience the Divine
Love. The perfect prayer will always be of an individual expression that works harmoniously for each
person. There can never be a formal prayer of one that is perfect for all, for each person commences
their receipt of the Divine Love at particular stages of their human or spirit experience. The comforting
and nurturing aspect in the nature of the Divine Love is most suitable for the heart.
Formal prayer, intuitive prayers or a prayerful experience that exemplifies respect and a sincere desire
for this Love, will cause a response by the Spirit to bring about an inflowing of the Divine Love into
one’s soul. There is a unique reality of love that exists between God, the Soul, and all other independent
mortal finite souls. As soon as a mortal finite soul longs for love by God, God knows of this longing
and the active Spirit Law that determines the function of the Spirit responds. It is as if no earthly time or
mortal spirit world time exists at all, for the Divine Love is not subject to these constructs of time and
has its experience directly between the Soul of God and the soul of the individual. In this way, a
demonstration of harmony begins.
As the experience of the Divine Love becomes more familiar, and the energy in one’s soul becomes
more active, the essence of prayer changes as the condition in the soul of the individual changes. People
have experienced this already as they learn more about living with the Love.
I will not give a formal prayer here other than the love in the words that I have just conveyed. I would
also like to state that I know that individuals both men, women and mortal spirits, can commence and do
commence their learning about the nature of Love from a position and condition of fear that is situated
as a dis-harmony in the personality of the individual. Even in fear, I encourage one to value the attribute
of goodness and respect so that a small beginning of learning to love thy self can form part of the
progress when learning to live in the harmony of love.
Jesus of the Celestial Heaven

‘The Divine Universe’ – Spirit Communications – Padgett Messages Continued (2012 to 2013).
via Zara Borthwick and Nicholas Arnold
www.lulu.com
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Primary recommended reading: consider commencing with: Paul – City of Light
The Book of Truths
1914 – 1923 xxx – Joseph Babinsky
containing the Padgett Messages or
Little Book of Truths
– Joseph Babinsky
True Gospel Revealed anew by Jesus Vol I, II, III, IV
xxx – Geoff Cutler
The Rejected Ones
2002 – 2003 xxx – James Moncrief
Messages from Mary & Jesus
2003
xxx – James Moncrief
Paul – City of Light
2005
xxx – James Moncrief
Mary Magdalene and Jesus'
comments on the Padgett Messages
2007 – 2010 xxx – James Moncrief
Speaking with Mary Magdalene & Jesus 2013 – 2014 xxx – James Moncrief
Sage and the Healing Angels of Light
2017
xxx – James Moncrief
Road map of Universe and history of Universe:
The Urantia Book
1925 – 1935 xxx as primary reading
Divine Love supporting reading:
Revelations
1954 – 1963
– Dr Daniel Samuels
Judas of Kerioth
2001 – 2003
– Geoff Cutler
The Golden Leaf
2008
– Zara & Nicholas
The Richard Messages
2012 – 2013
– James Reid
The Divine Universe
2012 – 2013
– Zara & Nicholas
Family Reunion Afterlife Contact
2014 – 2015
– Joseph Babinsky
Traveller, An Immortal Journey
2014 – 2015
– Zara & Nicholas
Destiny, Eternal Messages of Divine Love 2015 – 2016
– Zara & Nicholas
Feeling Healing
2017
– James Moncrief
Religion of Feelings
2017
– James Moncrief
The Way of Divine Love
– Joseph Babinsky
Divine Love – The Greatest Truth in the World
– Joseph Babinsky
The Human Soul
– Joseph Babinsky
Divine Love Flowing
– Joseph Babinsky
The Truth
– Werner Voets
Through the Mists, The Life Elysian, The Gate of Heaven
– Robert James Lees
Life in the World Unseen
– Anthony Borgia
Gone West
– J M S Ward
Post Mortem Journal
– Jane Sherwood
After Death / Letters from Julia
– William T Stead
Thirty Years Among the Dead
– Carl A Wickland
A Wanderer in the Spirit Land
– Franchezzo
Life Beyond the Veil Vol I thru to V – Rev George Vale Owen – Geoff Cutler
The Holy Bible from the Ancient Eastern Text
– Dr George M Lamsa
Available generally from:
www.amazon.com
www.bookdepository.com
www.lulu.com
For Divine Love focused websites and forums:
Pascas Health:
http://www.pascashealth.com/index.php/library.html
Spiritual Development:
http://new-birth.net/spiritual-subjects/
Padgett Books:
http://new-birth.net/padgetts-messages/
http://divinelovesp.weebly.com/my-free-books-and-free-padgett-messages.htm
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To liberate one’s real self, one’s will, being one’s soul, is by embracing Feeling
Healing so to clear emotional injuries and errors. With the Divine Love, then one is
also Soul Healing. We are to feel our feelings, identify what they are, accept and
fully acknowledge that we’re feeling them, express them fully, all whilst longing for
the truth they are to show us.
Our salvation IS by embracing Feeling Healing with the Divine Love.
God's Divine Love: Pray for it, ask for it, and receive it.
Please Mother and Father, may I receive Your LOVE.
“Every day is a day of devotion.”
Follow your heart, follow your love and do that in loving action, your inner love leads in your asking
the Soul of God to receive a little of the Love to strengthen one’s resolve to heal.

“I love you Father.” “Let the Divine Love proclaim its energy into my soul.”
“Mother – Father, I desire your Love and I am loving you.”
“Soul God, I love you and I love receiving and experiencing your Divine Love.”
“True Soul God, I am here, I am aware of your Love. Please hear my aspiration for
your Love and as I approach you from my soul, I can feel your Love in the way that
you are loving my soul.”
Try it; give the Feeling Healing and Love a go! If you want to shine, receive the Love.
One can simply receive the Love without following any religious or spiritual teaching taught by man!
Emotional errors and injuries cause encrustment around the soul, the soul is never damaged however,
the encrustments retard love energy flow to and from the soul. Feeling Healing melts such injuries.

Three Great Truths:
 God is Soul, being our Heavenly Mother and Father;
 that each individual soul is a duplex – both male and female;
 and Feeling Healing with Divine Love is the pathway to Paradise.
PRAYER for DIVINE LOVE:
library download pages at
www.pascashealth.com
Kindly visit the library download pages at www.pascashealth.com as further recordings are added.
Should you click on the audio files, you will also be able to download the audio file onto your computer.
Prayer for Divine Love – from the Padgett Messages
(Medical – Spiritual References)
http://www.pascashealth.com/index.php/library.html?file=files/opensauce/Downloads/MEDICAL%20%20SPIRITUAL%20REFERENCES/Prayer%20for%20Divine%20Love%20from%20the%20Padgett%20Messages.mp3

The Voice of Divine Love
(Medical – Spiritual References)
http://www.pascashealth.com/index.php/library.html?file=files/opensauce/Downloads/MEDICAL%20%20SPIRITUAL%20REFERENCES/The%20Voice%20Of%20Divine%20Love.m4a
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God's Divine Love: Pray for it, ask for it, and receive it.

Oliver Twist asked:
Please, sir, I want some more!
Maybe we should simply ask:
Please, Mother and Father, I want
some more!
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LOVE and LIGHT: The luminosity of a loving soul shines through the spirit body.

